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Student
Republicans
psyched
for election

emocrats
ared up
relection

By JENNY VISSER
Statfwmcr
The College Democrats are
dent they will be celebrating
the Nov. 4 election.
Just to be sure, Eastem's group
Organizing a grassroots
ement aimed at students and
Charleston community.
The group hopes to get U.S.
. Jesse Jackson (D-Chicago)
o speak on campus and to
echedule a campus rally and a
ception to discuss issues
'°8ceming women, said president
·s Boyster.
"We will invite prominent state
and local women to address
llUdents as to ~hy it is impo~t
~dents, .mostly

The ColJege Republica,ns are
confident the Republican Party
will sweep the pi:esidentiaJ
election Nov. 5.
To do this, they will organize a
campus voter registration drive,
hand out leaflets door to door,
walk through precincts and
support local campaigns,
President Brian Gutraj said
The members, 30 strong, are
hoping for a Jot of student
support for Republican candidates in the local and national
campaigns.

"Whether

Democrat

or

Republican, everyone should get

women, to

registered to vote before the

vote this election," Boyster said.
deadline," said Austin Rhodes,
Boyster reeently led a group of
acting vice president of the
students to a democratic rally in
group.
Cairo.
He said that when candidates
"Going to the rally was
are in the state the College
important not just for democrats,
Republicans usually get a call to
Photo illustration by Sheryl Sue Sidwell come out and help support them.
but for students. It is important to
elect a president to do the right College Democrats President Chris Boyster (left) and President of the College Republicans Bryan Gutraj,
"In primary season we tend not
thing on issues that face students, will spearhead campaigri ejfoTts the next two months for the Nov. 5 General Elections.
to support any particular
such as student loans," Boyster
candidates, but come election
season we show support for the Republican candidates," Gutraj said.
said.
Group member Tracy Nickless said it is up to the students to make sure their voiCes
Eastem's chapter of College Republicans, which has existed on and off for 15 years,
are being heard.
is affiliated with the Illinois College Republicans that works closely with the national
''We're not big taxpayers yet." she said. "We are students and that is where we need to
organization.
"We are not a recognized student organization, but an organization recognized by
push our vote." Boyster said the importance of the election cannot be overemphasized
and students need to realize the importance of their vote.
both the Illinois and National Republican Party," said Bryan Gutraj.
Rhodes said that neither Eastem's republicans or democrats have been very active
''We are one of the target audiences of government officials," he said. "If we voted
(egularly, what we want would get done."
since the last election.
The last time the republicans or democrats were really active on campus was in
But getting things done has been a problem for the College Democrats in years past.
Boyster attributes the problem to the surrounding community, which is a "pretty , 1992, then they both fizzled out. and now both parties are back, Rhodes said.
Rhodes said his family is traditionally Republican, and he says that the Republican
~nservative, Republican area. We have a potential to be more organized than ever
stances on issues are much more in tune to his beliefs than are the Democrats.
before.. and we will," Boyster said.
"Many college students think that the liberal Democrats only have students' best
Nickless agrees, b_µt said she thinks the group will be able to attract more students
See REPUBLICANS page 2A

See DEMOCRATS page 2A

Eastern's student enrollment at record high
8'f DENISE RENFRO
~editor

Enrollment at Eastern has
~ached a record high of 11, 711
ltUdents, which is 287 students
more than last year.
"It's a compliment to the entire
piversity, everyone helps with
~ollment, peoplt should be
>teased," said Lou Hencken, vice
f!resident for student affairs. ''When
you see this, it's a tribute to
everybody.
"One of our best recruiting tools
is satisfied students. We are finding
more and more students who are
~ying they know people who went
here and enjoyed the university,"
Hencken said.
Women comprise 58 percent of
the student body, while men make

up 42 percent
Off-campus programs, such as
the School of Adult and Continuing
Education, increased 9 percent
from 857 students last year to 936
students this fall.
On-campus enrollment increased
by 208 students from 10,567 last
fall to 10,775 this fall.
Hencken
said Eastern's
enrollment is up for two reasons.
"We were at a full staff of
admissions counselors this year and
we tried a few different (techniques) in admissions this year."
The show rate, which is the
number of students who actually
attend after acceptance, is just
under 44 percent, Hencken said. He
said iil the past that figure has been
closer to 40 percent "'Ibis year our
show rate increased - you can

admit as many people as you want
to, but only so many show up," he
said.
The average ACT score of new
freshmen also rose from 21.9 last
year to 22.2 this year.
Total .enrollment at Eastern
consists of 2,511 freshmen, 1,991
~ophomores, 2,606 juniors, 2,998
seniors and 1,605 graduate students.
''Look at our two classes that-are
up. One is freshmen and the other is
seniors, it sort of puts a fear in your
heart for next year. The vast
majority are going to graduate,
we're going to have to replace
those folks," Hencken said.
Jason Anselment, student body
president, said, "I'm very happy,
we need to attempt as best we can
to stay around the numbers we
have, within reason.

Minority-enrollment down
By DENISE RENFRO
Campus editor
Though enrollment at Eastern
is up about 2.5 percent, minority
enrollment at Eastern has
dropped from 895 last fall to
863 this fall.
Minorities comprise 7 .4
percent of Eastern 's total
enrollment, which is .4 percent
below last year's numbers.
"Could be it was just a bad
year," said Johnetta Jones,
director of minority affairs. "I',m
sad about it - it means we have
to work harder next year.
"We' re in the process of

trying to set up a minority
alumni recruiting projec~.
beyond that we don't do
recruiting," she said.
Frank Hohengarten, the head
of enrollment management, said
although the numbers are down
this year, minority enrollment
has increased overall from
several years ago.
"There· are no problems that I
am aware of, (enrollment)
fluctuates," he said. "Over 10
years it's up, it's not the first
time that it has dropped
somewhat.
"Perhaps we graduated a large

See MINORITY page 2A
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1raqi troops keep eye on Kurdish
fighters but don't persue action
2A
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IRBIL, Iraq (AP) - Apparently
yielding to U.S. pressure, Iraqi
troops kept close watch but did not
intervene as two rival Kurdish factions battled Thursday outside the
largest Kurdish city in northern
Iraq.
Saddam Hussein's troops apparently heeded the warnings following two days of American attacks
on Iraqi radar and command sites,
backing away from any involvement in the fighting a few miles
south of Irbil.
But a new problem for the
region arose when Turkey said it
will send troops into northern Iraq
to prevent Kurdish rebels fleeing
the fighting from crossing its border.
Elsewhere, the skies over southern Iraq were calm. U.S. warplanes patrolled a newly expanded
no-fly zone following American
cruise missile attacks on Iraqi air
defense installations Tuesday and
Wednesday.
In Paris, Secretary of State
Warren Christopher won limited

________.._..______________The......Dally Eastern News

~----------

In the Iraqi capital of Baghdad,
of Arabs burned an effigy of President Clinton, shouted
anti-American slogans and
pledged support for Saddam.
The Baghdad protest and
Kurdish fighting in the north came
support from France to help patrol · a day after Clinton pronounced
the two no-fly zones the allies himself satisfied with U.S. attacks
imposed following the 1991 on Iraqi radar and command centers south of Baghdad. Clinton
Persian Gulf War.
The French will resume patrols also asserted most Iraqi troops had
Monday in the north and broaden left the Kurds' enclaves in and
their patrols in the south, though around Irbil.
In Washington, State Dep they will not cover as wide an area
as patrols by the United States and artment spokesman Glyn Davies
Britain. France had objec.ted to this said that while the Iraqis have
pulled back most of their mechaweek's U.S. missile strikes.
Late Thursday, the ruling nized infantry from the Irbil area,
Revolution Command Council they retain an ability to intervene
chaired by Saddam said Iraq in the region.
Saddam has "re-introduced a
would fight enforcement of the nofly zones. If allied warplanes con- massive security presence in the
tinue their "violation" of Iraqi area under cover of these deployairspace, "we will continue resist- ments," Davies said. "This gives
ing it according to the legitimate him a new and, we think, troubling
right of self-defense and in defense ability to intimidate Kurds and
of national sovereignty," the coun- others in the north." He did not
elaborate.
cil said.
~undreds
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Citadel women still in after 'Hell Week'
CHARLESTON, S.C. (AP) "Hell Week" claimed 16 freshmen at The Citadel, but not the
four women who have broken the
military school's 153-year-old allmale tradition.
Known officially as Cadre·
Week, the freshman class' first
week includes extensive physical

and mental challenges thrown at
them by upperclassmen.
The four women are among
565 students still enrolled,
spokesman Terry Leedom said
Wednesday.
The Cadre Week attrition was
lower than last year, when two
dozen students dropped out,

DEMOCRATS
from page 2A - - - - - -- - - - because of the programs they are offering this
semester.
"The more I think people see us do things, the
more I think they will be interested in doing things,"
Nickless said.
"In the past, democrats have been stereotyped as
.liberal extremists. We are democrats not because we
believe everyone should have a free ride, but because
everyone should have an opportunity," Boyster said.
One election Boyster thinks important this
November involves U.S . Senate hopeful Dick
Durbin. "Congressman Durbin ... will continue the
work Paul Simon has done."
For more infonnation, call Boyster at 348-8920.

MINORITY

REPUBLICANS
frompage2A
interest at heart, but this is not true," Rhodes said.
Gutraj said that the group supports Republican
stances on abortion and the budget and student
loans.
"The issue of balancing the budget will be huge
in this campaign," Gutraj said. "The vote will
come down to the candidate who is able to articulate the best."
Rhodes said that getting people to come to meetings is the basic thing right now and then they will
expand from there.
The College Republicans will hold their first
meeting at 7 p.m., Tuesday in the in the walkway
of the Martin Luther King Jr. University Union.

This weekend at
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number of minority students and
didn't recruit enough new
ones," he said.
Hohengarten said many different recruiting programs take
place through his office. "Too
many to talk !Jbout." he said.

The Dai

including Shannon Faulkner, who
fell ill on the first day and
dropped out after a court order
made her The Citadel's first
female cadet.
The average high temperature
during the first week of training
last year was 99 degrees . The
average this year was 89 degrees.

Recruiters visit high schools ,
junior high schools, community
centers and other areas to recruit
future Eastern.students.
Student Body President Jason
Anselment said the university
should continue to recruit all

students.
" We have some goals when it
comes to raising the numbers of
minorities on campus. We
should strive to continue to ·
recruit all students," Anselment
said.
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Grade appeal
po.licy change
struck down
By NATALIE GOTT

the proposal is an attack on faculty
to say they can't judge other professors in their department.
The Council on Academic
''We do it all the time," he said.
Affairs Thursday struck down a
Faculty members that work in
proposed change in the grade the same department deal with
appeal policy after some professors each other every day and typically
said it would hurt the credibility of know the curriculum the professor
Eastern faculty.
teaches, CAA Member Anita
"'The proposal is an insult to all Shelton said.
faculty members," said geology
'"The natural place to turn is the
Professor Alan Baharlou.
department where
problem has
The proposal; submitted by a arisen," Shelton said.
five-member CAA subcommittee,
Addison said the proposal would
would 1ransfer the responsibility of make the appeal process more fair
reviewing a student grade appeal and objective in the students' eyes.
from the department where it was
"At the very least, we can give
initiated to a different department students, who are realistically at a
within that college.
disadvantage, a fairer shake,"
Currently, the grade appeal goes Addison said.
to a committee within the departBut faculty disagreed. saying the
ment where the appeal was initiat- philosophy demeans their integrity
ed. The committee makes a recom- as professors.
mendation to the teacher but the
"One thirig that unites faculty at
teacher does not.have to follow the Eastern is their genuine concern
recommendations.
for students," Lynch said. ''Faculty
"We thought we were doing fac- bend over backward for students."
ulty members a favor by having
The proposal also would have
them not make a judgment about eliminated the position of the stutheir peers," Committee Chair Bill dent vice president for academic
Addison told the CAA members. affairs from the committee and add
"Grade appeals have very little to a pool of students that would be
do with what the person is teach- qualified to give advice on the
ing. Generally grade appeals are grade appeals.
just about basic fairness."
Student senate members
Student sen~te member Thlyna Wednesday said they disapproved
Church, who sits on the CAA, of the change and said they would
agreed with Addison and said that vote whether to recommend the
students get intimidated when they proposal at the next meeting.
have to go through the same
Church said she is pleased that
department where they voiced their the CAA voted it down because of
complaint.
flaws in the proposal. '"The whole
''They feel like they are taking committee sort of snowballed into
on the whole departrhent," Church something bigger than it was supposed to be."
said.
But other committee· members
The proposal also would have
and 10 faculty member.s· who · decreased the time students have to
attended the meeting said the fac- appeal a grade from four- weeks to
ulty in the department where the three weeks aftef the following
appeal arose would be the most semester starts and changing the
qualified to make the decision on makeup of the committee.
whether a grade appeal is
The council agreed to discuss
approved.
the grade appeal process in the
Ron Wholestein, a sociology future but made no immediate
and anthropology professor, said plans to change the policy.
Associate ~ews editor
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Bad habit
Jim Irwin, a faculty member of EIU's human resources department,
explains types of reactions Thursday afternoon during a seminar
about Steven Corvey's book "Seven Habits <>f Highly Effect~ve
People" in the 1895 room of the Martin Luther King Jr. University
Union. About 15 people attended the seminar, and discussed bad
habits and positive ways of thinking to eliminate those habits by sharing their own experiences.

CORRECTION
A story in Wednesday's edition of The Daily Eastern News incorrectly reported the plot of Indigo's semester play "Day of Absence."
The play is actually a mimic of the late Al Jolsons ''Black Face." Ifs a
farce about race relations in a small southern town on a day when all
the African Americans disappear and the town people realize the role
they play in the everyday routine. The News regrets the error.
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Spinal Check-Up Month
Through September

7:00p.m Sept. 5,6,7
2:00p.m Sept. 8
in the Studio

Puss In Boots
7:00p.m Sept. 11, 12, 13
11a.m Sept 14
2p.m Sept 14 & 15
in the Studio

Doudna Fine Arts Center
on the campus of EIU
Charleston, Illinois

For reservations & ticket
information call (217) 581 - 3110
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Political campaigns seem like soap·operas

Opinion
page
Editorials ar• the opinion of the Editorial Board.
Columns are the opinion of the author.
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Anselment should
share ideas, energy
with senate members
Student Body President Jason Anselment is
still trying to shape the Student Government
into a respectable, student-representative governing organization.
Anselment addressed the Student Senate.
Wednesday night in his State of the University
Address that demanded the senate be effective
representatives and to know the needs and
wants of the students.
"I am certain that
your job will not be
easy because you will
not only be responsible for the concerns you
constituents voice but also for those left
unspoken," he said in his speech.
In order for the senate to be more effective
than it has been in the past, Anselment needs
to continue his strong leadership over the govern ing body, and not hesitate to e,ncourage
changes when necessary.
After three weeks, Anselment is heading in
the right direction.
In his address, he requested the senate
change its decision regarding the payment of
the body's secretary. Last week, the senate
voted against a proposal to stop paying the
senate secretary.
"I am asking for your approval of this legislation not only because I believe it is the right
thing to do, but also as a message to our campus of the type of actions you are willing to
take to better serve the institution."
It has been a long time since the senate has
actually made an effort to serve the student
body.
But Anselment understands that open communication with students is the only way to be
a successful governing body.
Anselment has shown through his involvement with thd Student Government and other
organizations his commitment the students.
Now he needs to propel his ene rgy and
enthusiasm to the rest of the Student
Government.
Wednesday night's address shows Anselment has high hopes for the Student
Government. But he may have to get involved
in the senate's business more often to make
sure the students will be served.

Ed I•t0 r·IaI

' ' today's

quO e

It is time for a new generation of
leadership, to cope with new prob·
lems and new opportunities.
-John Fitzgerald Kennedy

Election time is exciting, entertaining and a mirror of a- neverending soap opera.
First came the debate of who
was the best GOP presidential
candidate - an 80-year-old man, a
billion-dollar man, a military-general man, a right-winged extremist man or a red flannel-shirt TRAVIS SPENCER
Regular columnist
wearing man.
To the side of that drama were
drawn-out reports on Whitewater
affairs and presidential court testi- _ _.._....,_ _ __
mony controversies.
It didn't stop there.
Pat Buchanan wanted to build a wall around the United
States, Ross Perot put more work into finding supporters
than he did earning his billions of dollars and Bob Dole
honorably resigned from the senate because of old age - I
mean because he wanted to dedicate all his time campaigning for president.
After a few train stops here and there and a denial to
speak at a National Association for the Advancement of
Colored People, Dole and President Clinton prepared the
most dramatic, expensive political conventions in history.
And that's where the real entertainment took center
stage.
The Republicans kicked off the soap opera with Colin
Powell, then promptly to Nancy Reagan to jerk tears from
all Americans on behalf of her absent husband. Elizabeth
Dole took over the show during the convention and walked
the isles of the convention hall honoring Republican legends. Her cry for support was thicker than 1erry Lewis'
successful effort to raise 49 million dollars for the Muscular
Dystrophy Association. It ended with Dole and runningmate Jack Kemp making their debut'to the people pledging
the usual presidential promises and focusing on controversial issues such as stronger families and less drug usage.
In Chicago, the dramatic scene was similar with
Supetman Christopher Reeves and gun-shot victim James
Brady delivering emotional speeches to touch the hearts of

Sports columnist must
get his facts str~ight
before giving opinion
Dear editor:
I. would like to comme nt abo ut
Chad Merda's Sept. 4 column. After
reading it, I was disgusted.
First of all, the Chica go Bears
just e mbarras sed the defe nding
Sup!'r Bowl champions on Monday
Night football. The Bears never play
we ll on M onday night. That says
enoug ~ for m e . It doesn't matter
how you get it, a w i n is a win .
Where did Merda come from?
AlsQ, When M erda attempts to
preaent facts, he should make sure
they're ¢orrect, not something off
the top of l}is head.
He stated, I q uote, " Dave
Wannstedt's team misses the pl~y
offs for the .fourth time in as many
yeats." In case he was wondering,
t.he Bears made t he p lay-offs in
1994. They defeated t he Central
Division Champions, the Minnesota
Vikings (35- 18). T he y wo und up

the American voters.
But the political drama doesn't
stop there . At the end of the
Democratic Convention, the
Clinton supporters hit the streets
of Chicago dancing to the
Macarena.
The Macarena song talks about
a girl who plays with men's emotions and sexual desires - not too
far from what former Democratic
campaign strategist Dick Morris
has faced.
Morris resigned from his position during the fourth day
of the convention after reports came out alleging he hired
the services of a Washington prostitute, allowed her to listen to conversations with the president and showed her prereleased copies of Hillary Clinton's remarks at the convention.
Now that's entertainment for the American voters.
And finally for the most recent wrench - or public relations stunt - thrown into the campaigns, the United States,
under Clinton's command, blew the heck out of Iraq this
week for moving troops into Kurdish lands.
Dole says Clinton is a hypocrite for dodging the draft
then sending young American boys into battle.
Clinton says America has no choice, and that his call was
easily the best judgment that could benefit lives around the
world.
•
On the day of ·the bombing, Dole made an American
. Legion campaign· stop and reminisced about his military
experience.
Americans just need to sit back and enjoy the show for
the next two months. Don't see it as politics, think of it as
entertainment.
Unfortunately, that's the only way to view politics this
day in age.

"Americans
just need to sit
back and enjoy
the show for
the next two
months ...
think of it as
entertainment"

-Travis Spencer is editor in chief and a regular coJum:
nist for The Daily Eastern News. His e-mail address is
cutss@bgu.edu.

your
losin g in the second round to the
eventual Super Bowl champions, the
San Francisco 49ers.
Merda stated the Bears finished
8-8 in 1993. They finished 7-9. That
looks bad on his part.
Don't compare the Bears to other
y.ears. That was then, this is now.
Save the criticism and embarrassment. Don' t write columns like this
again. In fact, I would be even happier if you didn't write them at all.

Jeffrey Marcello
sophomore accounting major

Eastern centennial
history boo ks still
available to students
Dear editor:
Some of your readers might like to
know that the Eastern Illin9 is

University Centennial history book is
still available fro m the Turnell
Publishing Co. Details on ordering can
be obtained by calling 1-800-788-3350,

Alan Keith
Mattoon resident

Letter policy
The Daily Eastem News encour•
ages letters to the editor conceminj
local, state, national or international
issues.
Letter s should be l ess than 35Q
words. For the letter to be printe
the name of the author, the author1
address, telephone number, year in
school and current major must be
included. If necessary, letters wilt be
edited according to length and spac'1
at the discretion of the editorial page
editor or editor in chief.
Anonymous letters will not be
printed.
If a letter has more than thred
authors, only th'e names of the first
three will be printed.

SA
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Discount cards unveiled
By MAGGIE MAY
Staff write_r _ _ _ __

tanning salons, video stores and
fast food establishments will be
offering the discounts.
SSUdents, faculty and staff ·
He said that the discount card
mbers will be able to save is still iQ the preliminary stage.
some money after the first of the
Patrick Moriarty, the el\ecu-:
ear.
tive director of Campus CollegThe Student Government wUI iate Servic.e, works with the
be ponsotjng discount cards that Student Government and busi-·
will feature deals from local nesses in Charleston to create
inesses and will be free to all the cards.
llUdents and faculty members.
According to Moriarty, about
Brian Anderson, student vice 60 other college campuses
~rL"•iJe111 for public affairs, said
in Illinois, Wisconsin and Minthe ~ards will feature discounts nesota are already using disof 15 percent to 20 percent from count cards . .
local business.
Moriarty plans to be in
:Anderson said the cards will Charles ton Sept. 24 arid 25
be valid fbr at least a year. working with local ~usinesses to
Businesses such as pizza places, produce Eastern's card.

"My job is to find a way for
students and faculty t() save the
most money," Moriarty said. He
also said it is important for students to let Anderson know
which businesses would be used
·the most and would "reflect the
most students."
After Moriarty works with the
Charleston businesses, the cards
will take a month to produce and
:;hould be ready by Nov. l. It
will then be up to the Student
Government to see when and
how the cards should be distributed.
Anderson said he will probably wait until the spring semester
to distribute the cards so students
will be more accessible.

RHA may bid on state conference
By DEANA POOLE
Staff writer

provide the delegates who attend the conference
with housing, transportation, meeting rooms and
parking, said"RHA adviser Anne Marie Hogan.
Eastern's Residence Hall Association may place
In order for the conference to be successful,
a bid to try to host the Illinois RHA conference in RHA members will have to volunteer.
1998.
"People (RHA members) who are going to be
"Everyone seemed interested," said RHA presi- here in '98 are ,going to have to be dedi<;ate,d,"
dent Matt Donoho. "We gauged their .interest and Donoho said.
got the idea out there. This will be a major point of
Planning will have to begin as soon as p0ssible
.discussion in the weeks to come."
in order to be ready to place the bid in February,
The last time Eastern hosted the state conference Miller said.
was during the 1989-90 school year.
She said that hosting the conference is depen"We want to try and host IRHA '98," executive dent on the RHA members' willingness to help
board member Lisa Miller said. "We want to set it. organize.
up and hold IRHA once more."
"With the enthusiasm and dedication this group
The budget for the conferen<!e has yet to be has shown this early on, I don't see that there is
decided, but this year's conference budget is anything we can't do," Donoho said.
approximately $2,826, Miller said. Miller thinks
In other RHA business, a representative from the
the budget will be similar if Eastern ho!tts the con- Blood Drive talked to members about the upcomference.
ing drive which will be held Sept,. 30 through Oct
Hosting the conference will require· Eastern to 4 in the Martin Luther King Jr, University Union.

Having A Party?
Order a Topper's Party Order
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348-5454
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Extras Available • Hot Wlnp, Cheesesdcks, Salads

Miller Lite 30pk
$11~99
with $3.00 mail-in rebate you pay only
Osco Lrouon

Count on people who Cll/"e.

Osco Drug
Wast Park Plaza
566 W. Llncoln
Charleston

C•i14"·1•J:lf·»
Count on people who care.

Presept this coupon to your
Osco Pharmacist and receive $5
off any new prescription!
(Excluding 3rd Party Plans and Birth
Control)

C•I14·1•J:1z.t
Count on people who care.

Osco Drug
566 W. Lincoln Charleston, IL

DELTA SIGMA PHI
T y

·F,

RATER N
1001 Greek Court

Sigma Pi
Formal Smoker
Friday Sept. 6 @ 6:00 p.m
956 Sixth Street
Call 345-9523 or 348-5413
for rides and info
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TERRY'S CLIP & CHIP
Flat Tops,
Military Styles,
Clipper Cuts,
H a ir Repla cement

M€~VS Products
Call for an appointment with Terry or Don
Corner of 8th & Madison in Charleston
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Automobile damage reported
$180.
• Joseph Hatch, 20, of Downers
Grove was cited .at 12:49 a.m.
Saturday at 1415 Fourth St. with possession of a false ID and purchase or
An unknown substance caused
acceptance of alcohol by a minor, a
damage to a Charleston resident's car
The police are still trying to identify police report stated.
on Sunday.
Brandon Davis, 18, of 1335 the substance.
• Jerry Hayes, 45, of 415 W. Lincoln
In other city and campus news:
Madison Ave., repo~ed to police that
Ave. #5 , was cited at 12 :50 a.m .
someone poured an unknown purple • Robert Fulk, of 1046 Woodlawn, Wednesday in the 200 block of
substance on the exterior and the front reported to police at 3: 17 p.m . Lincoln Ave. with obscene conduct, a
seats of his Geo Prizm between l p.m. Tuesday that his gun had been stolen police report stated.
Friday and 5 p.m. Saturday.
from his residence. Fulk said he last • Robert Huddleston, of R.R. 3 Lot
Davis told police the substance saw the gun on Monday at 9 a.m. on 11, was cited at 12:56 a.m. Saturday at
caused the threading in the fabric of the headboard of his bed, police Seventh Street and Monroe Avenue
the front seats to fall apart. The sub- reports stated.
with driving under the influence, illestance also damaged the paint on his
The police have no suspects at this gal transportation of alcohol and opercar. The amount of damage to the car time. The value of the .22 caliber ation of an uninsured vehicle, a police was unknown, a police report stated. Derringer revolver was estimated at report stated.

BY BRITT CARSON
and ROB STROUD
Staff writers

LGBAU to hold second annual picnic
The Lesbian, Gay, Bisexual and Allies Union today will
host their second annual picnic to promote the organization
and to give members a chance to have fun.
The picnic begins at 2:30 p.m. today at Fox Ridge State
Park and includes hiking and a scavenger hunt, said Aaron
Gerlach, a member of LGBA U.
Gerlach said he is optimistic about the picnic's improvements and hopes many new people will show.
''This year's picnic should be a step up from last year's,
and more students, faculty and people from Charleston are

expected to show," Gerlach said.
The LGBAU, which has been on Eastern's campus since
1991, meets at 7 p.m. every Tuesday in Room 228
Coleman Hall. These meetings are open to anyone wishing
to attend.
LGBAU also has booked speakers and scheduled bake
sales and other events.
Gerlach said one of the main reasons LGBAU wa6
founded is to educate others on sexual orientation and to
open the public's mind to gay, lesbian and bisexual issues.

Poet reflects on
Eastern Europe
By CHRISTIAN PISTORIUS
Staff writer
An award-winning poet _will read his works at the
upcoming Eastern European Interest Group meetrng.
.
The reception will begin at 5 p.m. Sunday at the
residence of Tom Gladsky's house.
Gary Gildner, a poet, essayist and author, wiU
share some of his works with the group at the meeting.
"Gary Gildner is really the reason for this reception. His work is really amazing," Gladsky, the dean
ofEastern's graduate school, said. .
One of the books Gildner wrote, "Warsaw
Sparks," is about his experiences forming a.baseball
team in Poland, said John Guzlowski, spokesperson
for the Eastern European Interest Group.
"I expect most of Gary's poems to be about his
past experiences in Eastern Europe and how
American culture has influenced other countries,"
Guzlowski said.
The meeting will also include a wine and cheese
reception, and members and guests would discuss
the purpose of the group.
_
The reception is free and open to those interested
in joinrng the group.
The group, which currently has about 30 members, has been active in bringing guest speakers to
Eastern's campus to talk about the interests in
Eastern Europe and their experiences there.
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Good 7Days aWeek on Carry-Out & Detivery
lhrough October 20, 1996 at Otarleston • 900 18th Street
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ssoftdough breadsticks with tomato sauce
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qass Rings
Precious Metal Rings

/

~T.dUni"
Wot ens Tr d itlonal
{}~(ens

Signet Rings 10 K gold - $327

v omens S~_Rings 10 K _gold - $265~

Repf'e~tativ~~~S

Sept 10 -

1f- 12

Buy an IBM PC 340 or 350
desktop computer and an
IBM Multimedia Kit. And
you'!I get a CD software
package that includes Windows 95, Lotus SmartSuite,
Netscape Navigator, World Book Multimedia
Encyclopedia and the lnfopedia collection of essential

See tampus
f;omputer store
for details.

,,.,,..-

10 A.M.- 3 P.M.

reference software. Buy a ThinkPad and you'll get
Windows 95 and Lotus Smartsuite. You can. also take
advantageof special student, faculty and staff financing.
Just call 1·800-41BM·LOANfor information. Hlirry, visit
your campus computer store
today. After all, no one looks
-.
good in acheckered apron.
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olunteer center coordinator named
The Student Volunteer Center
idn't even exist when Lynn
ell was an Eastern student,
t she wishes it would have.
"I kick myself now for not
unteering) then," said Odell,
ho is now the organization's
lunteer coordinator.
Odell graduated from Eastern
1993 with a degree in sociolo. The Student Volunteer Center
' 't start until the fall after she
uated.
The Student Volunteer Center
s an off-campus organization
filiated with the Newman
atholic Center that provides
ltiple service opportunities for
dents, faculty and Charleston
idents.
As coordinator ~f the pro8fllll, Odell sets up monthly prots with local agencies, recruits

stu~ents and
matches them
with the right
projects.
In addition
to the monthly
projects, the
Studen ~t

Volunteer
Center organizes weekend
Lynn Odell
volunteer trips
and the alternative spring break
program.
Last year, Eastern students
participated in 12 different
Spring Break trips to volunteer
for organizations such as Habitat
for Hun1anity or at hospices.
"As the Volunteer Coordinator, I will be the adviser to the
Collegiate Chapter of Habitat for
Humanity," Od<(ll said.
Odell hopes to maintain and
expand the programs the Student
Volunteer Center offers. She con-

centrates on organizing monthly
service projects and is trying to
work with a Champaign group
called Greater Community AIDS
Project.
"I'd also like to expand the
weekend trips to St. Louis and
I'm hoping for a Mexico trip for
Alternative Spring Break," Odell
said.
This year, the center will offer
15 trips as opposed to 12 last
year.
"I wish I had known about the
opportunities when I was here,"
Odell said.
Last year, Odell was the assisa
tant director for the Christian
Appalachian Project at the
Newman Center.
"The Student Volunteer Center
has a lot of opportunity to do
volunteer work," Odell said.
The center is offering a fall
break volunteer trip Oct. 5-6 to
Chicago.

Better Ingredients. Better Pizza.

r----------------------,
t Large
2 Topping Pizza

L----------------------~

348-8282

Two directors to oversee Orientation office
The Office of Orientation will be beaded by two
fresh faces this fall.
Boyd Bradshaw and Brent Gage will share the
nsibilities of the director of orientation
ginning Oct. 1.
1
' Eastern has a very good orie°'tation program,"
Bradshaw said.
Bradshaw and Gage will continue their present
jobs with the university, in addition to the new
t.Ponsibilities, Bradshaw said.
Bradshaw is currently an admissions counselor
for Eastern. His present duties include recruiting
students as well as helping with orientation prosrams.
Bis new res£Qnsibilities will include the coordin
1
: tmantation, training 6f student
orientation leaders, as well as panther pal activi·
ties, Bradshaw said.
Gage is currently an admissions counselor and
'Works with the financial aid department. Gage
gives presentations about financial aid to prospective .students, said Bradshaw.
His new responsibilities will include the coordination of the orientation planning committee, bud1etary aspects and any program changes, as well
as acting as a liaison between orientation and other

offices, Gage said.
Shannon Andrews, a graduate assistant, currently serves as acting director of the orientation program, Bradshaw said.
Gage credited Lynette Drake and Shelly White
with "bringing the program where it is today."
Both Drake and White are former directors of orientation.
White was "very successful in keeping the orientation program going," Bradshaw said.
White, the most recent director, currently works
in Springfield, Bradshaw said.
· "We want to keep and continue on what she bas
done," Gage said.
Gage and Bradshaw stressed the importance of
improving the orientation program, not changing
it.
The orientation office will stay in the Martin
Luther King Jr. Univers1fy Union, Bradshaw saicf.
He and Gag'e will have office hours there in addition to their present offices.
Bradshaw earned his B.S. in Administration
Management with a minor in public relations in
1993 and a masters in college and student personnel in 1995 from Eastern. Bradshaw said.
Ga:ge earned his B.S. in hum.an resource- management from the University of South Nebraska in
1992 received .his masters in college and student
personnel from Eastern in 1994.

tonight at 6:00 iri' our
Greek Court House!
For rides and info call 345-5804 or 581-6083

You'll Find It Here
Weekend
Specials at

Jenj's Pizza
&Pub

Yale tops U.S. News college rankings
WASHINGTON (AP) - Yale
niversity topped U.S. News and
World Report's annual $Urvey of
the nation's best universities.
Swarthmore College was th~
top liberal arts school.
The magazine, now in its 10th
year of rankings, is one of many
publications that offer guidance tp
high school students trying to
choose among hundreds of colleges and universities.

"We use many of the criteria
that schools use to judge their
own success," said Al Sanoff,
managing editor for the project.
"However we say in the guidebook that in choosing a school,
students need to look at a host of
factors, and ranking is just one of
them."
This year's ranking, released
Thursday, ended Harvard's sixyear streak at No. 1. It finished

Coming

Slpre1iiber.12

third behind Yale and Princeton.
A contributing factor was
Harvard's relatively larger classes, said Bob Morse, director of
research for the project. Still,
executive editor Mel Elfin noted
that ''schools that have totals very
close to one another are really not
that far apart." U.S, News uses
several statistical measures to
rank the nation's universities and
liberal arts colleges.

Corner of 4th and Lincoln
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To pick up th-.e
Good Book ...
Your yearbook!
Warbler 1996
is here!
Pick them up in
- t~e Library
Quad startin~ lilj·,i'
Monday!
to all
full-time
1995-96
EIU students
FREE

(Bring your ID)

AND
There's still time to sign up to get your yearbook picture tak~n for Warbler 1997!

WHEN: Sept. 9-13 (9-6 p.m.)
WHERE: By the MLK Union Bookstore
PRICE: $5 seniors, $4 everyone else
Sign up this week in student publications
(Walk-ins will be welcome).

AND

It you bring your Warbler 1996 to your photo appointment. ..
You'll get $1 off the sitting fee .
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omen's soccer team plays two on the road
Siarting this weekend, the
en's soccer team will begin
b-game road trip over a span
·nedays.
turday and Sunday they will
mpeting against Middle
essee and Tennessee Tech
tively.
oth opponents are playing in
ir first official season.
ssee Tech has yet to play a
, but Middle Tennessee lost
first game 5-0 against
·ssippi State.
Head coach Steve Ballard is in
~cond year with the team
shared the same position last
ar as his opponents are in
ntly.
"As the teams are in their first ·
programs, I e_y>ect they will

play with a
great deal of
desire
and
they will work
very hard,"
Ballard said.
Sophomor~

forward
Tracie
Strother said Tracie Strother
the fact that
the teams are first-year programs
won't matter.
"Most people think that first
year teams don:t have as much
talent, but in reality if the team is
big, there will definitely be talent
present."
Ballard is looking to see many
different things of his pl~yers
now that they have played and
won their first match.
"I expect to see the team
improving and getting better and

betier," Ballard said. "I would
like to see the team become consistent in their play."
Strother agreed saying the
team can make some noise this
year.
"After last week's game we
showed a lot of potential and it is
obvious that we have a lot of talent," Strother said. "If we use
our talent we should come out on
top."
If the weekend turns out
accordingly with a double win,
the Panthers will be the unofficial OVC champions.
"We need to have two wins
coming out of this weekend,"
Ballard said.
.The team has been working
extremely hard this week taking
on double practices Tuesday and
Wednesday.
"They have worked so hard,

that I cannot expect anything
more than they are putting in,"
Ballard said.
Despite all of the effort the
team is putting in, it still has a lot
of work ahead of them, and the
next five games will be a good
indicator of what level the team
is on.
"These five games will be a
better gauge to see where the
team stands physically in their
fitness," Ballard said. "We are
not quite at the level we should
be, however, they are working
hard to achieve it."
Strother believes the five
games on the road will give them
the opportunity to improve their
skills.
"Playing in these games will
get us into shape, and the more
games we play the better we will
become," Strother said.

The team has exceptional attitudes to accompany all the hard
work they have put forth.
"The players all have great
attitudes," Ballard said. "They
know what they've got in front
of them and they are ready for
the challenge. i.
The same group that started
last .week will be starting on
Saturday for the Panthers.
"Everyone who did not get
playing time will have the opportunity to play this weekend, and
the three goal-keepers will definitely see playing time," Ballard
said.
The team is loaded with talent,
which will allow a great majority
of the players to contribute positively in the game.
"It is ~xciting to know that
your team has so much talent,"
Strother said.

yson's 'most athletic opponent' ready for Saturday's fight
LAS VEGAS (AP) - In a slip of the
ngue, Mike Tyson probably defined
ce Seldon's perceived role in Saturday
ght's heavyweight championship as well
anyone.
I'm looking forward to fighting Bruce
el don," said Tyson, misp~onouncing
name of the WBA champion considd by many people to be just another
llomino to be pushed over in Tyson's post.son career.
Tyson, the WBC champion, is a 22-1
favorite at the MGM Grand sports book to
win the scheduled 12-ro_und pay-per-view
ght in the Grand Garden.
"You can only meet what they bring
ou," the 30-year-olq Tyson said.
"I'm the_most athletic opponent Mike
l)son has faced since he's been released
~ priso~tjj9-.>'earoJ4Seldon said.
l~I have a gfcat cgtyle- of boxing and fighting. Tyson don't box." Seldon's main
1Weapon is a left jab that cuts and hurts
pPponents.
"I've fought guys with better jabs than
flim," said Tyson, perhaps thinking of

James "Buster" Douglas, the only man to
beat him, or Tony Tucker. "I've never
looked at the jab as as big an asset as most
guys do." Seldon has, however, a suspect
chin.
He was stopped in the ninth round by
Oliver McCall and knocked out in the first
round by Riddick Bowe. Those losses
were six years ago, but in his two title
fights last year, he was hurt by men who
don't possess Tyson's firepower .
Seldon won the WBA title when the
fight was stopped after seven rounds
because Tony Tucker's left eye was
closed. Before that, Tucker landed right
hands that wobbled Seldon in the second
and third rounds and twiee in the sixth
round.
In his first title defense, Seldon dominated Joe Hipp before stopping him in the
ninth. round, but Hipp hurt Seldon with a
left hook in the fourth round and sent him
reeling backward with a right-left in the
sixth.
"I've got to keep my balance and be
relaxed," Seldon said.

"I'm not saying I'm going to get in
there and run. That, I'm definitely not
going to do. Early on, it'·s going to be very
intense, very fast, a fast pace. Truly I
think for the first half of the fight Mike
Tyson is coming out there.
"I think Mike Tyson is training for six
rounds." The. wise guys feel Tyson won't
need six rounds.
"It's going to be the biggest beating of
his life," Tyson said.
The fight will be one of four bouts to be
seen on the pay-per-view card beginning
at 9 p.m. EDT. The show will open with a
S'ix-rouod bout between Christy Martin of
Orlando, Fla., and Melinda Robinson of
Austin, Texas.
In the other two bouts, Terry Norris of
Campo, Calif., will defend the WBC and
IBF Junior m;ddleweight titles against
Alex Rios of San Antonio, Texas, and
Felix Trinidad -of Puerto Rico will defend
the IBF welterweight title against Ray
Lovato of Sacraltlento, Calif.
The final news conference was held
Thursday, and the weigh-ins will be held

Friday.
The Tyson-Seldon match, in which the
WBC title would become vacant should
Tyson lose, was originany scheduled for
Aug. 13, but was postponed when Tyson
got bronchitis.
It was the second time since he was
released from prison March 25, 1995, that
the former undisputed heavyweight champion had to postpone a fight.
A match with Buster Mathis Jr. set for
last Nov. 4 had to be rescheduled because
Tyson fractured his right thumb. Tyson
knocked out Mathis in the third round
Dec. 16.

"Word got back to him that I was in
shape," Seldon said. "At one point, I
thought he was taking me lightly, then 10
days before the fight he postponed the
fight saying he had bronchitis. I was teady
for July 12. I was there. I was ready. I
didn't get bronchitis.
"I never will go into the ring not I 00
percent anymore," Tyson said. "Things
happen. Doctors won't put their careers on
the line to lie for me. Trust me on that."
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Harriers run season's first meet
By CHAD MERDA

Staff writer
This weekend the men's and
women's cross country teams
will be entering a new era.
After many years in the MidC on ti nen t Conference, the
Panthers will make their debut
as a Ohio Valley Conference
team when they travel to
Northeastern Illinois on
Saturday.
Of the eight tea.ms competing
in the meet, head cross country
coach John Mcinerney said
Loyola of Chicago looks to be
one of the better teams, noting
their "nice tradition."
Also at the meet will be host
school Northeastern, University
of
Wisconsin-Milwaukee,
University of Wisconsin-Green
Bay, Depaul, University of
Illinois at Chicago, and Chicago
State.
Mcinerney said Northeastern,
Wisconsin-Green Bay, and

Chicago state are the weakest
schools at the meet, while UIC
has a new coach this year and is
"trying to get them back on the
roll."
"Overall it looks like a nice
meet with no big powerhouses,"
Mcinerney said. "The men and
capable of duking it
women
out with the top two or three."
Finally being able to get a
competitive meet is something
refreshing for the Panthers.
"It's hard to stay focused
when you practice week in and
week out and have nothing to
show for 'it," Carrie Dunker
said. "But now we will be able
to put in all in perspective." The women will run a 3500
meter race while the men will
run a 5000 meter race. The
course at Northeastern is very
hilly and rocky, and altogether
"nasty" according to Mcinerney.
Because ·of that, the Panthers
are leaving team leader Justin
Weiss at home. Steve Booty also

are

lll'S

The Basement is
Open

will not run to eliminate any
risk of injury. Weiss has a nagging hip injury, while Booty is
coming off of last year in which
he did not run because of stress
fracture problems.
Also being held out is freshman Heidi Fossum.
On Special ...
Overall, the men are better
prepared for this weekend
according to Mcinerney, citing
that the men "did their homework" over the summer, and
came back to school in better
condition than the women.
Fan support should be able to
give the Panthers a boost since
EIU :rtIDENTS
they are traveling to the Chicago
and
suburbs and Mcinerney is anticipating alumni and families of
his Panthers to come out and
A GREAT COMBO!!!
cheer them on.
Wberiyou look for full time, part time, short term or long term
"rhe big goal is to stay • ~ploymen~ WESTERN will provide you with these top-quality benefits...
healthy and get a good team
•Flttrlblt work hours
•Bonus programs
effort and individual experi..~etl1 paychecks
•Fne computer tmining
ences," Mclnereney said. "We
·· • idual tnedieal insurance
-Chihl care reimbunement
want to get off on the right
~ how access to JOllT local office
•Serviee inducement bonuses
foot."
~arw•r enhancement programs
•Dependent care reimbursement
•14 convenient locations
•Unlimitdjob opportuni&s
•Permanent pit#eMent
•Resume preparation

Friday
& .
Saturday

J.ITTJ.I
ClllPUS

16oz

Bud Light
Botttes

WESTERN STAFF SERVICES_

Phillies pound Castillo, beat Cubs 6-1
PHILADELPHIA (AP) - Curt Schilling pitched a
six-hitter, and all nine Phillies starters had hits as
Philadelphia beat the Chicago Cubs 6-1 Thursday
night.
The loss dented the Cubs' already slim hopes for
the wild-card spot. They began the day seven games
behind Montreal, which played at Flotjda.
Schilling (7-8), who had his shortest outing of the
season - 3 1-3 innings - in his last start Aug. 31
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Call

against Los Angeles, rebounded with his fifth complete game of the year.
. .
In going at least seven innings for the\bdi time
in his last 10 starts, Schilling struck out'~en and
walked one.
The only run he allowed was Brian McRae's solo
homer in the third.
The Phillies, who got 12 hits, jumped on Frank
Castillo (7-15) with a three-run first.

Weste~'~;tky & take advantage of what .the.leader in temporary
3lld permanent placement has to offer YOU!
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3 Blocks West
of Old Main
Now Open 'til 9pm.

"Che!J(;k Out Q51 on Sunday

Prlnk Specials
Jelllo Shots $1.25
Bar mlxn $2. 25

Guaranteed Lowest

E.ddQ

Prices on shoes Anywhere!

Italian Night
Lasagna $5.95

All Shoes In Stock Sold 20% - 25% Under Suggested
Retail Price. We Can Special Order Any Shoe at
Regular Price.

Fetuccinl Alfredo SS.95
Spaghetti w/ meatballs $4.915

Saturday
Mexjcan Night
Deep Dish Burrito 15.50

carrY-out Available 345-7849
Never A Cover

T.G.I.

c:/V!arty's
.\1arty ' s Own Pub Style
Fish n Chips
~O PITCHERS
ElU's ....- O' CLOCK CLUB
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-Saturday-

$1. 50

99 ¢ B~ts

NEW Miller Bottles
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Crispy Sesame Chicken
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1505 18th Street, Charleston • Dine in Qury Out or Delim'y 348-5941

QUALITYBESAlE STORE

SURPRISE YOUR FRIEND!

. FORMERLY KIDS AND H~R5 TOO
•WQman & Cnildrens clothing sold on consignment 50-50
-Now a~ting fall & winter clothes by appointment
*Levi, Gap, Esprit, Paris SJ)ort club ,B.U.M & more
*F9nnals

Place a BIRTHDAY AD with a
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en's soccer team invited to
INVITE
isconsin-Madison tournament
oters have
ance to play
ational champs
As the saring goes, practice
es perfect.
t 'ptaCHcing is something
Umen's soccer team has
doing a lot of lately.
The team'.s first game was
t Sunday, a 3-1 overtime win
Mainst the Northeastern Illinois
Golden Eagles.
Their next game was not suptosed to be until next Friday
isainst Western
Illinois
lliversity on the road.
Meaning the team faced a
ifaunting task of staying focused
over two weeks of relative inacltvity.
As head
coach
Tim
Clements said, the long lay
off was not what a team would
want since the team needed to

come together and improve
communication on the field.
Oddly enough, the team has
bad weather to thank fo·r an
early opportunity to put all their
practicing to the test.
On Thursday, the team was
invited to play at a tournament
·at the University of Wisconsin
at Madison.
Carolina Coastal was unable
to attend due to weather conditions caused by Hurricane Fran.
At this tournament, The
Panthers (1-0) will play two different Wisconsin schools.
Eastern will take on UWMilwaukee and host UWMadison.
The Badgers are the defending NCAA Division I National
Champions.
So how do the players feel
about the chance to play? ,
Excitement is the best way to
put it.
"I'm
excited,"
David
LaFrance, junior transfer forward from Batavia N.Y., said.
"This road trip will gel this team

together."
The prospect of facing the
best team in the country ·from
last season was also seen as a
good opportunity, since the
Panthers are playing their first
season in the Missouri Valley
Conference, one of the nation's
top soccer conferences.
"This will be a good test.
We're excited about it,"
McClements s.aid. "They're a
good measuring stick of where
we need to be."
LaFrance agrees with his
coach.
"We get a chance to play the
team that was number one in the
nation," LaFrance said.
"We~ll find out where we are
and where we need to get for a
winning season and a berth at
the NCAA playoffs."
Freshman midfielder Gary,
Shear believes the biggest thing
the Panthers can gain from this
game is respect.
"If we go down and do well,
we'll get a lot of respect," Shear
said.

frompagel2A--

very strategic coach and we can
never underestimate Eastern,"
said Marassa. "What we need to
do is use our serving as more of
an offensive weapon."
Ralston does not really have an
approach against DePaul. ·
"I bet if you ask these kids,
most wouldn't even know we are
playing De Paul first," Ralsto.n
said. "We are more concerned
about cutting down our errors."
Although Eastern has done
well against the Blue Demons in
the past, Ralston said that DePaul
is a good team with a lot of city
kids. Also, they come from a
good conference, the same one
South Florida, who beat Eastern
3-0 last weekend, is in.
This is also going to be a
match-up of two freshman from

LARNER

Shelbyville High School, as
freshman outside hitter Meleah
Cutler will be playing against
freshman outside hitter Erin
Donnel.
"I'm sure Meleah wants to go
out there and show Erin that she
can play too," said Ralston.
Marssa said that this invitational is going to be up for grabs.
"Eastern, Western, Wright
State, and us are all about even so
anything can happen," Marssa
said. ''We all came off of playing
some very tough competition and
some of us faired better than others but this is an anybody can win
the invitational."
On Saturday, Eastern will take
on Western Illinois at 11 a.m. on
Saturday before finishing up with
a 7 p.m. game with Wright State.

frompage12A

said. "I think the team is prepared
for the ·game and I don't think
there is a team in the nation that
is better then us preparation wise
right now."
Just having fun in the game,
though, is what Lamer plans on

doing in the game.
"If I just go out there and have
fun, success will follow," Larner
said. "Last week I didn't get to
enjoy the win but I just don't
want anybody to come in here to
my place and out-kick me."

Congratulations to the following

Tau Kappa Epsilon
Members
Nathan Wall - Top initiate and top chapter scholar
Dennis Hoskins - Most Improved

If you're into computer sciences, data processing, accounting,
auditing, math or law...

T~~ ~~l!I!.'! ~ps_tlon Spring Semester 1996

3.0+

3.5+

Doug Bratton
Dennis Hoskins
Robert Reiter
Tod Rejholec

Lou Bratton
Chris Jehnke
Dave Ruffatto
Jeff Ulrich

Anthony Verrecchia

Nathan Wall

Tim Wells
Cory Yokel

Jason Whitmire

CONGRATULATIONS MOST IMPROVED FRATERNITY AT EIUll

get in touch with State Farm.
Our career opportunities are many and varied fui qualified grads. If you're selected, you'll enjoy
the advantages of wotlt.ina with • respected leader in the insurance industry. Expert uaining. Stateof-the-an equipment. Excellent pay and htnefits. Plenty of room to grow. And you'll enjoy
Bloomington, Illinois, too. It's a thriving Community with the social, cultural and recreational activities
affurded by two universities.
Contact your Placement Director, or write Mary Holman, Assistant Director .Home Office
Personnel Relations, One State Farm Plaza, Bloominaton. Illinois 61710.
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Home streak on ropes against Pittsburg
team on its own field.
Saturday, Eastern will be tested
by a team from a lower division.
Especially on defense.
PSU, the runner up in Division
II last season, runs the option
offense - and they run it well.
In the past ten years,_ the
Gorillas have rac~ed up 41,496
By JOSH HARBECK
yards of rushing offense, which
Associate sports editor
comes out to an average of 324.2
yards per game.
'Tpe Panthers return to O'Brien
But Pittsburg's effectiveness is
Stadium Saturday at 7 p.m. not the poly problem for the
against Pittsburg State University Panthers.
and will try to extend their borne
"It's the most difficult offense
winning streak.
because you only see it once a
Eastern has not lost at home year," Eastern head coach Bob
since Oct. 8, 1994 when Northern Spoo said. "Against the option
Iowa came to Charleston and you have to play disciplined, and
spo1led homecoming.
(the difficulty) enhanced because
Eastern has since won nine in a the scout team can't emulate the
row on its home field, but Eastern look you'll get on game day."
head coach Bob Spoo said the
The option offense also forces
team isn't paying much attention Eastern to get ·away from its norto the streak.
. mal style of defense, according to
''We don't really talk about the Spoo.
home field," he said.
"Defense is reaction. In footSpoo said he has concentrated ball you react to the ball and
on avoiding a situation·similar to make plays," he said. "(With
the one in Kalamazoo last option), somebody has to be
Thursday when the Panthers responsible for the dive, for the
knocked off a higher division Quarterback and for the pitch, so

Gorillas' option
offense could
pose problems for
Panthers' defense

it disrupts your flow to the ball."
It will be difficult for the
Panthers, but Pittsburg State head
coach Chuck Broyles said Eastern
will be up for the challenge.
"They have an aggressixe
defense, a strong linebacker in
Rodney Wilsori, and a strong secondary," he said. "Eastern 's
defense is probably as physical
and strong as any team in I-AA
football."
For Broyles' Gorillas, the
game Saturday is a step up in
competition t-0 I-AA, but wins
have come often in recent years.
In the 1990s, Pittsburg has more
wins than any team in any division. .
'This is a team of true believers," Spoo said of the Gorillas.
"They expect to win because
they've done it so often. They
don't expect to loose."
In the past 10 years, Pittsburg
State as won 114 of its 128
games.
But the Panthers are on a bit of
a role themselves, winriers of 11
of their last 13 games, including
th(! playoffs.
The Panther offense has been a
factor in the recent success, and

Eastern's offense has an edge
over Pittsburg's defense.
"Our offense has the advantage
this week because (Pittsburg
State) has a similar defense to

Western Michigan," Spoo said.
The similarities make it easier
for the offense to practice, since
they do not have to learn a new
system, according to Spoo.
But Broyles brings up the fact
that Eastern also has plenty of talent on offense.
"Their quarterback is good:
Our scouts saw his 24-35 performance, and they said he's a pretty
cool operator and was never rattled in the game.," he said.
"Eastern (also) has three or four
tailbacks that can play in the
game."
Spoo said the team is concentrating on the same area that was
a key in the Western Michigap
game - preparation.
"You hope that preparation is
sound and the players are
focused," he said. "Unless you
are prepared pr5>perly, you can
lose football games."
And Broyles noted how preparation helped the Panthers in their
win last weekend.
''They have proven they are a
good team," he said. "Eastern
looks well-coached and disciplined from the three tapes we
have seen."

Larner aims to bounce back
And this imptOIOIDCDl ~· QllG~I
what head coach Bob Spoo is hoping to see since he was not please4
Eastern placekicker Chad Larner,
with the perfonnance of the special
knows the feeling an athlete ~Jln IL....~,..,,,..,~
·teams against Western Michigan.
'The special teams were a grave
have after a less-than perfect performance in a college football game all
disappointment in a !ot of respec~
too well.
Spoo said. "There will be game•
Last Thursday night against
when the special teams will make a
Division I Western Michigan,
difference and we'll see if we'vi
Larner, making his first collegiate
improved on Saturday."
start, came up short on all four of
# 10 Chad Larner
The week of practice has alsa
his field goal attempts in front of a
Sophomore
helped Lamer to regain his confii
crowd of 30,327. After having his
dence - confidence that he IOst' ltfter
21-yard attempt blocked, Lamer
Placekicker
his first field goal attempt failed;
went on to miss from distances of
"I took some time this week and
41 yards, 39 yards and 35 yards.
After going 0-4 last week, isolated myself from the rest of the
Still, the redshirt freshman from Eastern's FG kicker is team by practicing at O'Brie.11
Decatur did manage to connect on looking to come bac;k Stadium and visualizing game situc
all four of his point after attempts in strong this week
ations," Larner said. "My confit
dence is back now and so I can't
the Panthers' 28-20 victory.
'That last attempt just missed but "If I just go out there and dwell on the past."
I hit all four of my PAT's," Larner have fun, success will fol· Lamer admits, though, that his
said. "It just wasn't my night but it low."
teammates have played a part in
was the first time it happened and I
-Larner him getting his confidence back.
plan on it being the last time it hap- ~----------~
"The guys have been more suppens."
portive then I could have ima31
But this week has been different for Larner, as he ined," Larner said. '"They have been an unbelievable
is quick to point out that he has been able to get back confidence booster for me. I don't want to let them
on a roll during practice.
down and I can't let myself down."
"The coaching staff has put a lot more emphasis
As for how Larner thinks the game again-C
on our PAT's and fi~ld goal.s and coach (Clancy) Pittsburg State (Kansas), will work out, he would not
Barone's blocking schemes have really worked out mind if the game was decided by a field goal.
"I kind of hope it comes down to a field goal, but I
SARAH WONG\Associate photo editor well," Larner said. "I don't think I have missed more
Eastern placeldcker Chad Lamer prepares for practice Thursday after- than four field goals all week. I've been in a zone all wouldn't mind if we blew them out either," Lame&
noon, as the Panthers will host Pittsburg State at 7 p.m. Saturday .night. week and we are fortunate to be back at home."
See LARNER page JJA

By BRIAN LESTER

Sports editor

Volleyball hosts four teams for EIU invite this weekend
By MATT WILSON
Staff writer

The schedule does not get any
easier for Eastern's volleyball
team.
After starting off the season at
0-4, the Panthers will have to play
against Conference USA powerhouse DePaul Blue Demons at 7
p.m. Friday night at the
EIU/RAMADA Invitational
.· .. - ---=-

"Eastern and DePaul always
have strong match-ups and this
one shouldn't be any different, but
we never seem to win at Eastern
and I would like to try to break
that chain," DePaul head coach
Anna Marassa said. 'That's going
to be easier said than done
because I know that Eastern will
come out with a smart and tenacious defense."
Last weekend, the Blue

Demons hosted their own invitational and ended up finishing 1-3.
Their losses came to George
Washington University, Fresno
State University a~d Clemson
University while they defeated the
University of Illinois at Chicago.
DePaul ·returns middle hitter
Denise Novy. She was named to
the DePaul Invitational AllTournament team with a 10 kill,
11 dig performance against

Fresno State, an 11 kill, 11 dig
performance against IllinoisChicago and a 12 kill performance versus Clemson.
"I've seen her and she's a very
good middle hitter but I feel we
have a good middle hitter also,"
said Eastern head coach Betty
Ralston. "We are just. going to
have to make them do other
things offensively."
Another player to watch for is

middle hitter Tara Johnansen who
accumulated eight kills againfl
George Washington, 10 dig•
against Fresno State and 14 diga
versus Clemson.
The Blue Demons and the
Panthers play each other everJ
year.
"We see them every year, but
there is always something new
about them; Betty (Ralston) is a
See INVITE page JJA
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The 'World's Greatest Dancing Bear' teaches kids
about life and death
l'mlndy buyck
Staff writer

he theater department is presenting
the children's play, "Arkansaw Bear:' as
the opening play for the year.
"Arkansaw Bear" offers children all they could
want in a live theater production and will include
dancing bears, music and physical humor. It also
teaches· a lesson about the sensitive subject of
death.
The play introduces the audience to Tish
whose grandpa is dying. Being that Tish is a little girl, she doesn't understand why her grandpa has to die,
She wishes on a star to understand why her
grandpa must die. Enter a dancing bear and a
mime to take the story from there.
"'Arkansaw Bear' is about a young girl trying to
handle death. The whole play is about her meeting
up with a dancing bear through who she learns the
whole. nature of living and dying," said Clarence
Blanchette, director.
In an early scene, the bear declares Tish a princess and
decides to celebrate with honey cakes and entertainment. He
decides that Tish and the mime should be the entertainment
and then while showing Tish where to stand, steals her food.
"This play takes the very serious subject of death and dying
and presents it so children can understand it:' said Matthew
Fear, who plays the 'World's Greatest Dancing Bear:'
ln the beginning of the play some of the characters can't s:q
the word death.
The production Is a co11dren's story but director Clarence
Blanchette feels that this play is more suited for mature children.
"It's for slightly older children:· Blanchette said. "I'd say I0 and
up. Younger than that might not get it."
The cast consists of Tish, Katie Reidy; The World's Greatest
Dancing Bear, Matthew Fear; The Mime, Lisa French; Star Bright,
Heather Prince; Great Ringmaster, Kate Slovinski and Little Bear,
Jennifer Corrington.
"You aren't going to see this play and then just understand death:' said
Kate Slovinski, the Ring Master; "but its going to open the doors of communication about important subjects such as death:'
"Arkansas Bear" began showing Thursday and will continue showing
through the weekend. Friday and Saturday perfonnances are at 7
p.m.
The show will conclude Sunday with an afternoon matinee. Tickets for students are $3 and can be bought at
the box office before the performance which
will be performed at the play room in
Dvonlk. Haft.
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nthe other band...
A weekly column by two people who can prove there are two ways to look at everything.

*FREE Pregnancy T~ts
*Accurate Inforination
*Strictly Confidential
*Post-Abortion Support
CRISIS PREGNANCY CENTER

So who's better? Men or women?
d'Jdonna cuisia

d'Jandrew rodgers

In the battle of the sexes, so
much has been said about the
importance of gender equality
that sometimes it seems as if
L..::~__:::......:::=...;..;.;::=:=:==--...::...J people have lost track of who
really runs the world: women.
Rodrigo Rocha invented "The Handy Shoe Horn."
Most guys probably would never admit it, but deep
Roger Haston invented the "Santi Panty." And Hank down inside every guy is scared at the incredible
Latimore invented the "Ultra Super Neck Bra."
power of that creature called woman. ·
What would we do without these men?
I really have no idea how we got the idea that we
Heck, what would we do without men ... period.
live in a patriarchal society. Because when it comes
Our society. is a male-dominating one ... and hal- right down to it, the whims of women rule the world
lelujah for that!
... there is no debate.
Men are the ultimate beings on the face of this
Take for example the wonderful world of soap
earth. Without men on this planet, women, children, operas. Solely because of women, these outstanding
plants and animals would not, and could not, survive. examples of cinema are kept alive and broadcast
We would never have been blessed with "The Handy nationwide to an eager audience of females.
Shoe Horn" had a man not been on Earth to invent it.
Most men can't take the pain and anguish involved
Imagine that.
in following the deep and complex plots usually porAmerican society revolves around the greatness of trayed in soap operas. And It's a "known" fact that
man. Take the English language, for example. Words the best actors are always employed on daytime
like menstruate, menopause and mental illness would melodramas.
mean nothing without men.
Consider where the world would be today if God
Men in America are probably the most intelligent hadn't taken one of Adam's ribs to create Eve. (As a
and generous beings on the entire planet. They are side note: I've never known a man to give up ribs of
sensitive and caring ... at all times. They never have his own free will).
mood swings. They can handle anything. What would
If there were no women, man never would have
we do without them?
evolved into the animal he is today. Instead, we still
Without the male species, women would not know would be walking around in bear skins and bark
how to become the "perfect woman." Without men, thongs. Yes sir, men owe women a lot.
the notions of eating disorders and breast implants
I mean; where would we be without them. Women
would not have been issues facing the young women are so much more considerate than men. Every day
of today. Cindy Crawford , Pamela Anderson Lee and they are willing to tell us how they feel about things
Kathy Ireland would be absolute nobodies had men that never even cross our minds.
not decided that the "perfect woman" would be 5 feet
If we are wearing our favorite sweater and a gal
9 inches tall, 105 pounds with a 23 inch waist and a doesn't like the color ... she is so honest and kind
34 inch bust. Thanks to the men that came up with that she doesn't mind telling us how dumb we look.
these standards.
If there were no women, there would be no malls.
Another wonderful thing about those macho, all- And then where would hormone stricken boys go to

'Editors' note: These columns have
been written in a completely figurative style, mocking the idea of
sexism. In other words, don't
think we're actually serious.

knowing, all-powerful beings that we call men is their

hang out?

rough, tough, in-the-buff strength. They can carry
women's luggage up flights of stairs. They can lift
100 pound barlrells without flinching. Some can even
leap tall buildings in a single bound. Thank goodness
for men.
Men are the greatest beings today because they
can eat, eat, eat have dessert and not have to worry
about gaining a pound. Women especially love that
aspect of the male species.
Speaking of eating, had men never been created,
the manufacturers of Gas-X and lmmodium-AD would
be out of business.
Men can roll out of bed, throw a baseball cap on
and whatever they wore the night before without getting dirty looks while walking to class. That's another
female favorite of male habits.
The best male habit ever ... leaving the toilet seat
up after each use.
That's a personal favorite of mine. Especially when
I unknowingly sit on the toilet and my butt gets
soaked from falling into it. I feel clean and fresh ...
thanks to the man that left the seat up.
And now, the final thought of the .day ... women
absolutely need men in their daily lives.
Without them, women would bruise their thumbs
from changing TV channels on their own.
Thanks to our channel-surfing kings of the remote
control, manicures can last oh so much longer.
My question is how can those same fingers that do
the channel surfing day in and day out not be used
for phone dialing? Coincidence? I think not.

More importantly, if there were no malls, grown
men wouldn't get the chance to hold purses while
their significant other tries on racks of clothes or
boxes of shoes.
If there were no women, there would also be no
such thing as fashion. After all, the only reason men
get all dolled up and pretty is to attract women.
And when it comes right down to it, women are
just so much more intelligent than men.
Women are much tougher than guys too. Once a
month most women shed more blood than could be
lost in an entire year of boxing matches at Madison
Square Gardens.
And then of course there's that whole ability to
bear a child thing. Men don't really have to do much
to make a baby ... all they have to do is sit there,
watch football and make sperm. Women have the
bard part.
Without women, handwritten notes would look
plain and boring. And that's because no man has ever
had the creative know-how to spruce up their i's and
j's with hearts and smiley faces. ·
Women are also better than men because they
never ever nag. Women are such masters of restraint
that criticizing a guy because of the food he eats, the
sports he watches or the time he spends with her,
never crosses their minds.
And it you think about it, if there were no women
then~ would be no such thing as toilet seats ... or at
least, no such thing as movable ones.

To contact donna e-mail her at i:udai:1@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

CALL 345-5000 ANYTIME!
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The Game Emporium
514 6th Street

CHARLESTON, IL 61920
(217) 345-1555

L

10%·0ff Any
Purchase

-----------

expires Sept. 30, 1996
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212 6th St.
345-5451

Full Service Salon
ALSO: Offering Gel Nails, Pedicures,
Manicures, Tanning Beds,
& a full line of Professional Products

South Side Cafe
on the Square
Uormerly Snyders)

Open
5 a.m -2 p.m Mon. -Fri.

5 a.m -1 p.m·sat.

Daily Brealifast & Lunch Sptft;..i<i4 ,

Breakfast anytime

345-5089
ATTKI OTHER HONDA REPAIR SHOP
SPECIALIZING IN GOLD WING'S & 3 WHEELERS/ 4 WHEELERS

GENUINE HONDA PARTS & USED PARTS
19 YRS EX PERI ENCE
JIMMY WALKER'S CYCLE SHOP RT 1 LERNA

345-3758 CALL US & SAVE
NEED AN HIV TEST?

free, Anonymous Testing and Counseling
is available at the Coles County Health Department
825 18th Street in charleston
Testing also pSprovided at Eastem's Health Service
after hours on Thursdays
Call the Health Department to make an
appointment for either testing site

348-0530 / 258-0530
ask far Joyce or Judy

PREGNANT? HAVE KIDS?

To contact andrew e-mall him at cuawr@uxa.ecn.bgu.edu

next week:

pick-up lines

The Coles County Health Department Offers:
WIC * J<amily Case Management * Immunizations
School Physicals * Family Planning Services
Free HIV Testing and Counseling
Call to find out what we can do for you!
348-0530 / 258-0530 825 18th Street. Charleston
office hours 8:30 - 4:30 Monday - Friday
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Also... "The 91g Hellds" -"
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roove Parade hits Ted's tonight

ill bring its original ''afternative to afternative'' music
"We play mostly original stuff," Orndorff
said. "But we will also play covers if the crowd
wants to hear it.
Orndorff said that his bandmates grew up
The Groove Parade, a Terre Haute, Ind.
band, will bring its "alternative to alternative". listening to the same kind of music; But after
music style to Ted's tonight at 8 p.m. to per- they took a break 'from music, the group startform everything under the sun except stuff by ed listening to different kinds of music.
"After a while ... we broadened ourselves
Lynnard Skynnard.
Brett Orndorff, the band's lead vocalist, said and got back together," Orndorff said.
The Groove Parade doesn't usually get comvarious members of the group have been playing together since high school. It's only been in pared to just one band though Orndorff said.
the last year o_r so that the band, in it's present However some people compare one or two of
their songs to other bands.
form, re-grouped and got serious.
Recently they have been compared to "Rage
"(Most recently) we have been playing for a
Against the Machine;• "Led Zepplln,'' "Alice in
little more than a year," Orndorff said.
The rest of the band is made up of guitarists Chains," "Queensryche" and "Pearl jam."
"We beat the people up that said we soundChris Neice and Matt Bolin, bassist Dustin
ed like Queensryche," Orndorff said jokingly.
Lemmon and drummer Neil Beatty.

dJpaul budzynski
Associate Verge editor

' ' World
domination
would be
nice but for
now we just
want people
to like our
music."
-Brett Orndorff
Groove Parade vocalist

lny Zen Cowboys play
carefully aafted music
The promotional materild for the

1en Cowboys suggesu that people
thouki "lock up yer daughter, here
come the Zen Cowboys;' which in
leads people to erwision a wild
!rand with a Dionysian tendency.
Aft.er listening to "Elec.trk:
Mistress:' I came 'iN#'a'f with a different vision of the band. A vision of
carefully crafted music, not a vision
of sex, drugs, and roc:k-n-roll.
The music on the album is a mix
of techno, rock,. soul. a'nd funk crafted into a subtle, laid back hybrid.
This is all done seamlessly on most
tracks of the album.
..,~cne ~~·reaJfr. dl$app0inting is "Delilah:' 11\e .nusit '
doesn't match the lyri<:s. The crasfl..
ing guitar riff's sound like somethit'.lg
out of a bad 80's sci-fi movie with
tinges of flying trapeZe cirws ml!sic..
k: doesn't sound like a song about a
Q(rn

man murdering his lover.
L~ically, the album is fun. Where

sil"1 words an9 rhymed 'couplets

the lead singer, covers the clithe
t:opie of lV evangelim and the
hypocrisy associated with them.
Mansoor's delivery doesn't help
much either. The performance lacks
feel or interest in the song. He just
sings.
On the other hand, the dispassionate lackadaisical delivery works
well with the other songs on the
album. because it mingles with the
music. His voice is a verbal manifestation of the music. It translates into
the same relaxed feel as the music.
This can be heard on "Zen kinda
thang?' The rolling rumbling music is
welt cotnpfimented by Monsoors

• voiee. In "providence man:· he rei.lfy,
$how$ the seething of a per$00
questioning God.
While the Zen Cowboys may not
!:le the rock-n-roll equivalent of the
Greek god of~rY- they are
mere fun.

dJmatt adrian

Staff writer

abound. Wn:h words iike "stolen
ketchup of a fast food junkie/ sippin
on a nipple of a lemonade monkey,"
from "fijght on:• is perfect example
of Ute non5$1$ical lyrics that permeat.e the aff)um. The tyriC$ fit the.
mood of the album.
C"lWersefy, when the sorig$ ;ri
lllf'POSed to t>e taken ~or~
lmt prcttide satify!., :the lyrics .em.
chll<li$h and the insljlt SQlfe. lh

"976-GODD" ~ Mansoor.

Zen Cowboys

'•Electric

·Mistress"
lloJnshin•
Roca

No hope for 'No Code'
Bassist Jeff Ament of Three
Fish, Guitarist Mike Mccready of
Mad Season, ex-Chili Peppers
drummer Jack Irons, and solo
artists Stone Gossard and Eddie
Vedder have released the fourth
album from their side project,
Pearl jam, entitled "No Code."
"No Code" firmly follows the
Pearl jam progression of paying
less and less attention to the
detail and quality of songwriting
and recording. If the members of
Pearl Jam liad put a fraction of
the effort into this album ·that
they do into their other projects, it might have been a
decent record.
Alas, they didn't.
The album begins with
"Sometimes," a whiny and dissonant Vedder ballad and then
thrusts into "Hail, Hail:' a potential rocker which quickly runs
out of gas.
"No Code's" first radio single,
"Who You Are'' is rather
impressive with its tribal
rhythms and harmonies. Iron's
drum part is terrific, but is overly-reminiscent of "W.M.A." from
Versus.
·
The band carries its tribal feel
into "In My Tree," an emotional
and intellrgent song, where
Vedder and the rest of the boys
actually seem to be on the same

level musically and lyrically.
fine musiciaflS, because they are,
The band then propels them- but they simply aren't listening
selves into the punk-thrash of to each other on this album.
"·Lukin,'' which rat~s just above And it ~hows.
Vitology's
"Bugs"
and
Pearl jam needs to slow down,
"Foxymophandlemomma" as one take their time and put out an
of the worst Pearl jam songs album that they're capable of.
ever written.
The band that claims such loyaley
The album does end with a to its fans should realize that
good progression. "Present kids don't need do drop $15 a
Tense" is a melodic ballad ham- year on senseless songs and
pered only by Vedder's lack of quickly recorded schlock.
originality in lyric writing ("It
The highlights of "No Code"
makes much more sense/to live are few and far between and the
in present tense").
better songs aren't so much
''I'm Open," is a shameless rip "good" as they are "not bad:' If
off of Jim Morrison's spoken- you really yearn to hear this
word works, that leads to the album, don't buy it. ln$tead, find
album's closer "Around The a friend's little sister and borrow
Bend," a sweet lull-a-bye ballad it from her.
that will put you to sleep, if you
The suggested title for the
aren't already there.
next album should be no hope. .
Irons, Pearl jam's fourth drummer, puts in the album's best
d"luke ryan
performance, followed by
Staff writer
Ament's bass playing. Vedder is
just plain old Vedder, sometimes
intense, sometimes whiny, but
generally uninspired.
The main tragedy of this
album is the guitar work of
Pearl Jam
Gossard and McCready. What
"No Code"
was once the premier alternative
guitar team has become two
Epic
guys who just don't mix musically. That is not to say that
Dead fish
Gossard and McCready aren't

Dazzling

Blah

5 stars

Dawna Nelson w/ Brian Willie

Ameruia Smith WI Fwttl

3 stars

Dead Fish
I star

9:30 p.m. Thurs., Sept. 5

Friends &Co.

Free

345-2380

Ted·s

S3

345-97~

$2

345-9732

8 p.m. Fri., Sept. 13

Ted's

Dave Mad!lews tlilrld w/ 81111 l;.!'1l!!r
The Second City Touring Company

7:30 p m Tues. SllUI. 17
8 p.m. Fri., Sept. 20

Uofl Assembl~ Hall Cl'lampaion

~

No Bralner
2 stars

8 p mSal Seiil 7

Postal

' . . ., ... . . . Wf•.~Ui """'""""

The band likes to have two different music
parts going at the same time instead of just
one repetitive riff playing throughout the song."We try not to sound like anyone, we just
want people to dance around," Orndorff said.
"(The Groove Parade) tries not to be too
complicated or simple.
"World domination would be nice but for
now we just want people to like our music."
Orndorff wants people to go to their shows.
He wants them to dance around and have a
good time.
In fact he doesn't mind if they occasionally
make suggestions about what they want ~o
hear.
What he hates, is when someone screams
for Skynnard. "That's not funny," he said. "That
died in '85."

~1,:m~SWLs.j)t.-·22·

·"*~~

..

S23.50

333--5404

$5-$7

812-237·3827

:

-~
~.·~
___...,,~-"""~ ~
{' ' .. . "."'.
309-438-5444
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New 'Edgeworks' release
highlights Ellison's talent

.gthe

friday. 9.6.1996

d"kelll quinn
Staff writer
ou know how some impor-

' '

tant, influential authors or
For the :
:
books are just hard to findl
first : They are widely praised, quoted, cited
time : as inspiration by other authors in the
. I
: field, but their initial publishing run
m a ong : was so small, or the books have been

time, - ~ out of print for so long, you just can't
: get your hot little hands on a copyl
I found : Such an author is Harlan Ellison.
myself ! Although he has 62 books, thousands
•
: of stories and essays to his name and
reading a: authors of science fiction discuss him,
book ! heaven help you find any of his stuff if
.d
: you don't live in a major metropolitan
t hat dI not : area.
talk down to: Well, someone at White Wolf
.
•
: Publishing noticed this and now a new
Its audience. : set of Ellison's collected works called
Happily, ~ Edgeworks is being printed.
: The first volume out of a proposed
I had to : 20 was released this summer.
· look up : This volume, a combination of two
• of his earlier works, shows Ellison's
words wide range as a writer.
in a
The first part. titled Over the Edge,
contains nine stories. The topics of
dictionary these great tales varied from the ruin
several of a wild-west lawman in The End of
the Time of Leinard, to a run-in with
ti.mes." a telepathic alien species in Blind
\
Lightning.
Also included are three essays written by Ellison. My favorite of these is
Xenogenesis, which dealt with the

weirdness and cruelty of science-fiction fans. It should be required reading for anyone who has ever bought a
pair of fake Spock ears.
The second section, An Edge in My
Voice, showcases columns writtef} by
the author in the early 1980s for
Future Life magazine and the L.A.
Weekly. In these, Ellison offers biting,
honest and sometimes humorous
looks at life, politics and entertainment. I not only had some fun in this
section but I also learned a few things.
For instance - George Ryan's role
in stopping the ratification of the ERA
in 1982 makes my driver's license
bearing his name seem somehow
dirty.
For the first time in a long time, I
found myself reading a book that did
not talk down to i~s audience.
Happily, I had to look up words in a
dictionary several times.
In the introduction to this volume,
Ellison said that he is not "a cuddly
professional...like Kathie Lee Gifford"
and that he doesn't need or want us
to like him.
Well, I don't know about liking him,
but, after_reading this volume, I do
respect his mind and his works. I
don't feel that way about many living
authors.
That, and the all-out quality of this
work makes me recommend it highly
to anyone who needs an intelligent
alternative to the dull dribble offered
by many best-sellers today.

Verge of

the Weekend

Ice 8lb. bag .... 754
lcehouse, Red Dog, South Paw 12NRS ....$5.99
Zima 6-8 oz. cans .... $1.89

ImllJP<O)!RmIID IBJEJEm. ~IPl&<CJU\ILS
000 IITT ~"lND<CIK
Boones Wine 750 ml ....$1.99
Seagrams Wine Coolers 4pk.....$2.99

~ See 'JUI
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Rosie's goes the way of the dodo t!__Reg.- $l__2_J! 348-7818 iL.:iReg.
_________
I

I

'

J

owner was giving the restaurant
away. So I decided to give it a
shot. I thought it would be a
Say good-bye to Rosie's good opportunity," Politis said.
Politis moved his family to
Restaurant and hello to Kristy's.
Charleston
and began leasing
The restaurant that used to
the
restaurant
in June.
be called Rosie's is now under
Although it's been almost· 30
new management and has a new
years since Politis £eft Greece,
style.
The new manager of the · he has brought a little bit of
restaurant is Chris Politis. Greece here with him to
Politis came to the United Chadeston.
Politis has given the restaustates from Greece in 1967.
rant
a slightly Mediterranean
He came to the United States
to be a student but after a cou- feel by having the interior paintple of years of college he got ed in light colors.
He has_ added to his by placinvolved in the restaurant busiing
posters of his homeland on
ness.
Politis has been running the walls.
The menu has also changed
restaurants all over the Midwest
under
Politis's management.
ever since.
The restaurant now has dish"I came out of retirement to
es like gyros, spinach p-ie,
run the restaurant," Politis said.
He said he was looking to mousaka and Greek style chickmove away from the bigger en as well as typical American
cities when he passed through food.
Ultra sweet baklava is also
Charleston while on a trip this
available for dessert.
summer.
However Kristy's will still
"I passed by and saw the

,;Jrob stroud
Staff writer

have all the hamburgers the
restaurant used to be famous
for when it was named Rosie's,
Poiitis said.
"We have all the toppings. All
the hamburgers are here. But
they are not on the menu. The
customers can make their own
by requesting them," Politis
said.
Kristy's will also follow
Rosie's tradition of having live
entertainment, Politis said.
"We will have poetry r~ding,
improv nights, and music,"
Politis said.
The pool room in back of
Kristy's provides another
source of entertainment.
On some nights Politis and
members of his family will even
get involved with the games.
Kristy's is located at 615
Monroe. Its open I0:30 a.m.-1 I
p.m. Sunday-Thursday and I0:30
a.m.-1 a.m. on Friday and
Saturday.

•

••••••

First Christian Church
(Disciples of Christ)
4th and Jackson-Charleston

Traditional Worship 8:30
Sunday School 10:00
Live Praise Band 11:00
For rides: Phone 345-2823 or 345-7023

L------------------------J

DAILY SPECIALS
MON &. WED $1 00 PINTS
MGD, Leine, Leinie
Honey Weiss

Tues:

$zoo

IMPORT BOTILES
Thurs: szoo Pints
Sam Adams&..
$1 25 bottles Labatt Blue

I

I

ertise
processing mail for national compa-

ny! Free s~.postage! No selling! &>nuses1 Start immediately!
Genuine opportunity! Rush S.A.S.E.
V MC, Suite 174, 1861 N Federal
HWY Hollywood, FL 33020

~
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'Fear' proves to be

percop
''The album

on the soundtradt to
,"' you find the up tetnpo
- in an kloos or ~les.
con metal, rap/R&B alter·
, whatever you want. t's ill!
aibum kicks off with a great
of the wide -nrlety of
tJones &Ives his rendition of

FU flghtlng" In .a collisfon or
and tec'hno.
remix. featuring Ruby. has
dasik lyrlcs of the 197"f song.
"'Everybody wu Kung..fu
,,those cats were fast as

ng of re-m xes, check out
lightt'! track on die album ' 'Alf..-e" by Siobhan l)lflth.
n, the scyle of the song on
tfbum differs greatly from the
I.
lut this time, forget about the
altogether and go totally

chentehoo..
Davo came through with

together on the fifth track, "Made
Nlgu.: 1
No Doubt alro appean on th•
'llburn with "Open the Gate" which
fits both wtth thelr own style and

the Style cf the album,
Dime Bag Darrell of Pantera
tumt In the best perfotmance on
the soundtrack.

The th ck. heavy gulw- riffs and
cyplcal drum banging make "Caged
In a Rage" the most enj~ble song
"On the album.
Warren G, Tha Deg Pound,
Pur; Polar'a, Blad< GrHMt. Goatboy.
JOel McNeely and Rode.et From the
Crypt .also appear on the .soundtrack:.

,,, jDlh h1rbeck
Slafl wrflef

~
·.
.

two

on the album , ''Super:cop"
Md "Head Uke a Hole."
Neither one will pln them back
ff\)' of their previous popularity,
1M they seem to fie well with the

~on

kicks off with a
great example of
the wide variety of
music.'

the album.

"Supercap"
SowuHrack

lnterscope

~~

2Pac and The Outlawz come

Blah

FRIDAY

THE GROOVE PARADE

Sf Coronas
5

a very scary failure
df Jill Jedlowski

.Nicole's previous warning. David is abusive
to Nicole's friend and even to Nicole, yet
Staff writer
she is so "In love" that she forgives him
t seems as though Mark Wahlberg will after he feeds her one lame apology after
be forever branded as Marky Mark, the another.
scantily clad, hip-hop singer with th~se
When Margo learns that David hit Nicole,
not-so-good vibrations.
she tells Nicole that "sometimes that's just
No matter what this pseudo rapper's their asshole way of saying tney love you:·
attempt may be to dispel that notion, thus Not only is this a film of fine cinematic profar it has been a failure.
portions, but it also glamorizes physical
His lead role in the upcoming video abuse.
release of the movie "Fear" is no exception.
Toby, Nicole's younger stepbrother, is the
This film stars Wahlberg as David, a falsi- most logical person in this entire film. Even
fied gentlemen whose obsessiveness and with only minimal lines, he is also the best
psychotic tendencies are made clear to the actor.
viewer while always evading his girlfriend,
There is no hope for the soundtrack
Nicole, played by Reese Witherspoon.
either. With a couple of songs by Bush and,
Nicole's trampy friend Margo, played a bit of course, a ~ouple by Wahlberg, the soundtoo well by Alyssa Milano, accompanies her track tries to depict teen angst, but instead
to a rave where they meet David. Shortly comes across as just plain annoying.
thereafter a riot breaks loose and David and
The only salvation (and the only thing
Nicole seek solace on the roof of the build- that lured me to ,watch the movie in its
ing.
entirety) is the Rolling Stones song "Wild
There are police helicopters above and Horses" performed by the Sundays.
hundreds of chaotic people running rampant
There may be a double meaning in this
throughout the streets.
film's title, for the only thing I fear is that
It is here where the viewer is introduced some lost youth will actually pay $2.50 to
to this film's extreme melodrama.
rent this. Striving to be frightful and susNot only is the acting atrocious in this penseful, this movie accomplishes more of a
film, but the script is less than mediocre.
comic feat than anything else.
The audience is forced to sit through a
It is overflowing with vomit-inducing onefeeble, yet blatant, attempt at symbolism 1iners and an inconvinceable endeavor by
when the couple goes on a roller coaster Wahlber.g to come across as suave, yet mysride at an amusement park.
terious. Wahlberg's performance is horrid at
This movie is basically a cycle in which best, thanks to his acting ability - or lack
the father repeatedly cautions Nicole about thereof.
David - and she repeatedly ignores him.
(MCA Universal Home Video, R, available
After each of Nicole's dismissals, David for rental Oct. 15)
does something worse than he did after

I
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Services Offered

Wanted

For Sale

Announcements

Announcements

·Announcements

WANT TO LOOK LIKE A MIL·
LION WITHOUT SPENDING IT?
GRAND BALL COSTUMES
RENTS FORMAL WEAR FOR
MEN AND WOMEN AT REA·
SONABLE RATES! SEE COCKTAIL DRESSES, GOWNS, AND
TUXES AT 609 SIXTH ST.,
CHARLESTON, OPEN TUES.·
FRI. 10-6, SAT. 10-3

MALE OR FEMALE MODELS
NEEDED FOR LIFE DRAWING
CLASSES. $4.25/hour. Apply at
Art Office, FAA 216.

FOR
SALE:
LITTON
MICROWAVE $30. Good condition. Call 345-2679
•
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _916

DORM SIZE REFRIGERATORS
and microwaves. 112 prices Iii
May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 348-

913

2 MALE, 1 FEMALE AKC· registered BlaCk Lab pups. First shots
and wormed Born 6-21 ·96 (217J·
873-5173
or_
(217)-874-2714
____
_____

ntUl
_
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 1219

LIZ
BOLD
OF
ASACorigratulations on becoming a
new Pearl. Love, your Big Sis
Sarah.
__________

TO MY KRAZY LINKER JO NINNESS: Congratulations on pledg,
ing ALPHA PHI! We are going ~
have a blast this weekend! Gtl
your toga ready! Love yout
Linker, Ashby

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ 916

WILL PROOFREAD/EDIT papers
for $1 per page. Call Jill at 581·
2379.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _919

WANTED 100 STUDENTS- lose
8-100 lbs. New metabolism break
through. Guaranteed results.
100% natural. $35 cost. 1-800666-3843.
-----------'9/18
YOGA/STRETCH
CLASS.
Classes
begin
Sept.
9.
Jacqueline Bennett Dance Center
345-718_2

-PA-R=T---=T1-M"'E,....W,,...,..,.A.,.IT=R=E=s=s-n-eed-'ed
THE PLACE 7 miles east of
Charleston In Ashmore Illinois.
Call for appointment 349-8613

916

u:-:se=D=-c=A:.-:R~(N"'."':O=r'"""M""'o""'R=-=E::-:TH=AN

$800) Used computer monitor
(VGA) 581-3329 before 9 a.m.after 9 p.m.

NEED CASH. WE BUY cd's,
tapes, video games. Music
Exchange. 234-3668

__________.....,.1219

DIRECT CARE PROFESSIONALS NEEDED in a 24 hour residential program providing services to adults and children with
developmental
disabilities.
Evening and weekend shifts
available. Applications may be
picked up at CCAR Industries,
825 18th St., Charleston, IL.
61920. E.O.E.

---------,----::=9~

NEED TUITION MONEY? PIZZA
MONEY or extra cash? Be an
avon ind. representative. Earn
free products, Call 345-4197.

•

9126

AVAIL/HIRING FT./PT. HAB
AIDES @ $6.80 to $8.61 , & .20.
Raise after 90 days. Also hiring
activity aides, programmers,
cooks, dishwashers, & laundry
aides @ $5.50 to $6.76. Flexible
hrs. Health/Life Ins·. + exe. ben.
for FT positions. Apply at 738
18th St. Chas. E.0.E.
--------~1216
BRIAN'S PLACE IS looking for
part time D.J. experience preferred but no nee. Apply within
Noon-6, M-F 2100 Broadway,
Mattoon 234-4151

Wanted
SPRING BREAK '97 EARN
CASH! HIGHEST COMMISSIONS.
TRAVEL
FREE
ON .. •... ONLY 13 SALES!!!
JAMAICA, CANCUN, BAHAMAS,
FLORIDA, PADRE FREE INFO
PACKET! CALL SUNSPLASH 1800-426-7710
WWW.SUNSPLASHTOURS.COM .

9~

ROOMMATE TO SHARE 3BR.
house with & others. $175/mo.
1074 7th St. 345-9752

For Rent
AVAILABLE NOW 2 BDR.
Furnished apartment. Water,
Trash included $420/month. 1 yr.
lease. No pets. Call 348-7746

--------~1219

THREE BEDROOM HOUSE
available now for 1-3 students at
$180 each. Call 342-3475
9/12
D-O-=-RM=--:-:--::s""1z=-=e'"'R=E=F=-=R:-:-IG--E=R::-:A=ToRS
AND MICROWAVES. 1/2 prices
til May. 3 sizes available. Carlyle
Rental 820 Lincoln Ave. 3487746
---------=-=1219
WANTED UPPER-CLASSMAN
OR GRADUATE, female nonsmoker to share a 2 bedroom furnished apartment. McArthur
Manor 345-2231.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,__1219

QUIET 2 BEDROOM FURNISHED APARJMENT. McArthur
Manor. 345-2231
--------~1219
M&M
STORAGE
2701
CHARLESTON AVE. Mattoon, II.
61938 5 x 12 units. $25/mo. Call
235-6634
9/6
NISHED TOWNHOUSE, dishwasher, garbage disposal, trash
included. Call 345-2363

-

For Sale
1986 YAMAHA RAZZ- good condition. 581 -3591
_ _ _...,....._ _ _ _ _9/10
1982 HONDA MOPED. Great
condition. $450 OBO 581-5234.

HEY, SHEEP. DON'T RUSH.
DON'T RUSH. DON'T RUSH.

-----------,..,--916

SUPER NINTENDO WITH 4
GAMES. $115/0BO. 345-4368
PIONEER STEREO SUPERBASS SYSTEM 100 disc CD
player, dual cassette, 3-way
speakers, 12" subs, graphic
equalizer and 2 remotes. Call
348-1901.

__________

9~

MEN'S 10 SPEED MOUNTAIN
BIKE. NEW RIM'S & TIRES.
$100. MATT 345-5617.

__________

9~

1986 ESCORT 2 DR. BLACK
EXCEL NEW PAINT $1600/0BO.
345-4072
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/11
GOLFE;AS: USED GOLFBALLS
like NEW. 50 cents each or
$5/dozen. 348-5574.

---------~,~

Lost &Found
DARK COLORED KITTEN
FOUND NEAR 9th and Hayes. If
you are the owner. please call
345-7481

--,-.-------'~6

FOU ND IN THOMAS .HALL:
HONDA KEYS. Identify to claim
at Daily Eastern News office .
MLKGALLERY
lil/1C

Announcements

ATTENTION BODY BUILDERS,
FITNESS ENTHUSIASTS, AND
E.l.U. ATHLETES. NUTRITIONAL SUPPLEMENTS AT THE
BEST PRICES. MET·RX, H.M.B.,
CREATIVE-MONOHYDRATE,
WHEY PROTEIN, FLAXSEED
OIL...WE WILL DELIVER TO
YOUR DOOR! CALL 348-0819
LEAVE MESSAGE.
9/9
-ST_O_L_,E,....N_:_R__E
__D
__
Y_A_R__
D_G--L'"""OB E
AND STAND. SENTIMENTAL.
PLEASE RETURN. PH 345-2912
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/6
DON'T WORRY DAO. 50 Is not
that old. Look for the little "rider"
Love, Michelle

PAULA HEAP-Qongratulalions on
pledging A-Phil Get ready for a
great year. Love your Linker,
Karrie

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,916

CONGRATS TO THE DELTA
SIGS on· a great RUSH! I LOVE
YOU MANI Alpha love, Suzy

---------~9/6

AMY LOVEN, I'm so happy that
you're my Iii sis! You're a beautiful
pearl, and you look great In our
letters! Alpha Love, Suzy
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/6
JEN BACHMANN OF ASA-I am
so proud of my little sis! Keep up
the good work and have fun this
weekend. Alpha Love, Tracy
--..,.---~----9/6
A-Pl'ill SIG-Pl! A-Phil Sig-Pi!
Toga!
T~a! .Toga!
___________
916

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _916

TONIGHT: TASTING OF SOUTH
PAUL LIGHT AT EASTSIDE
PACKAGE. 4-7 P.M. RT. 130 AT
JACKSON AVE. 345-5722

-----=----,--916

DJERDRE WELSH-Welcome to
Alpha Phi! I am so excited to
have you as my little linker! Get
ready to have a blast this weekend! Love, Marcy

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _916

CONGRATULATIONS
MICHELLE CLARK OF ALPHA
SIGMA TAU on your engagement
to Jason Bovynl Your sisters are
happy for you!
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/6
EFFINGHAM TRANSPORTATION CELEBRATION AND BALLOON FESTIVAL. 30 HOT AIR
BALLOONS AND CORVETTE
FEST. 2,000 CORVETTES. ALL

WE HAVE A JOB FOR YOU!

EIU STUDENTS WELCOMED.

WESTERN STAFFING SERVICE
BU OPEN HOUSE! Door prizes,
refreshments, football game tickets and drawing all day Sept. 12
9·4 p.m. For more info call 3451303
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/12
ATTENTION ALL STIJDENTSlll
GRANTS & SCHOLARSHIPS
AVAILABLE FROM SPONSORSlll NO REPAYMENTS,
EVER!!!$$$ CASH FOR COLLEGE $$$ FOR INFO: 1-800243-2435
~-_,,._ _ _ _ _ _ 1219
RUSHEES: SIGMA NU invites its
new pledge class to a spaghetti
dinner supplied by Pagllai's.

SEPT 14 & 15. (217) 342-4147
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _9/13
ALPHA PHI OMEGA COOKOUT
AND CLEAN-UP at 5 pm on Sun.
9/8 at Morton Park. MEET at
Rock by Cash Station at 4:45. All
are welcome. Call Lisa: 581-3709

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _,_916

TONIGHT: TASTING OF SOUTH
PAUL LIGHT AT EASTSIDE
PACKAGE. 4-7 P.M. RT. 130 AT
JACKSON AVE. 345-5722

---~-------6
HAPPY 21ST DIANE KALECKll
It's Your Birthday, Get Busy,
Shake Your Bootle! Love Ya, THE
LOVESHACK

ELENA RIOS: Congratulatioi'89:!
pledging Alpha Phil You're ~
to have a blast! Love, Ashley
JOEYS: SANDWICHES MA'*
WITH OUR HOMEMADE BREAD
AND BUNS; DELIVERED VERY,
VERY, VERY, VERY FAST: DEU.
CIOUSI! JOEY'S: REMEMBERJ
YOUR DAD WANTS YOU TQ
EAT AT JOEY'S (WE DELIVER
BEEF- NOT GREASE) 345-2468

-------c=-=--9/tf

TRI-SIGMA NEW MEMBER
Have a great time at the new
member lock-in tonight! Lov11
your sisters

-,.--,~--~~---~-'911

TRI-SIGMAS: Arc Degree a!W
chapter meeting- Sunday night a\
8 p.m. See you on Sunday in
white.
ALPHA SIGMA TAU NEW Mato
BERS: CONGRATULATIONSI
We're so proud of our new Batll
Gators! Tau Love, Shelley and Jin

ram
ZETA PHI BETA Sorority, Inc. Meeting for our Annual Talent Show at 1
p.m. Sunday, September 8 , at the Cultural Center. All acts should
attend or call Leticia at 8174.
NEWMAN CATHOLIC CENTER Mass at 11 a.m. and 9 p.m. Sundp~
September 8 in Coleman Auditorium.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Informational at 1 p.m. Sunday, September 8 in
the University Ballroom. Business attire.
DELTA SIGMA THETA "Ice Cream Social" at 6 p.m. tonight at the
Delta HoiJse.
DELTA SIGMA THETA Neophyte Union Party at 10 p.m. - 1:45 a.m.
Saturday, September 7 in the University ballroom. l.D. required.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA active meeting at 7 p.m. Sunday, September 8 in
the Charleston/Mattoon room. All interested are invited.
ALPHA PHI OMEGA Cleanup/cookout at 5 p.m. Sunday, September 8
at Morton Park. Meet at the rock at 4:45 p.m. Active meeting following
at 7 p.m. Come hang out and meet new people.
INTERVARSITY CHRISTIAN Fellowship "Fall Retreat" at 6 p.m
tonight. Meet under the union walkway. Mark Slaughter will speak so
bring your Bible, notebook, and sleeping bags. Focus: Evangelism.
BLACK STUDENT UNION "Administrative Assi*'tanf' .applicatiQ!lS-BJ
due today. Please bring them to Room 201 inthe.UlliOJl,e."'rlr r /11
IMMANUEL LUTHERAN CHURCH Sunday Worship Serv1c~s at "Ii
a.m. and 10:45 a.m. Sunday September 8 at Jhe Church.
LATIN AMERICAN STUDENT Organization Picnic at 1 - 6 p.m1
Saturday, September 7 at Morton Park; West Pavilion. All are wel·
come to come. For more infonnation contact Anne at 345-0171 .
SIGMA GAMMA RHO "Ifs a Party" at 10 p.m. - 1:45 a.m. tonight in the
Union ballroom. Come kick it with the Sigma Gamma Rhos. l.D. is
required.

PLEASE NOTE: Campus Clips are run free of charge ONE DAY ONLY for
any non-orofil campus oraanizational event. Ail Clips should be submitted to
The Daily Eastern News office by noon ONE BUSINESS DAY BEFOREDATE OF EVENT. Example: an event scheduled for Thursday should be
submitted as a Campus Clip by NOON Wednesday. (Thursday is deadline
for Friday, Saturday or Sunday events.) Clips submitted AFTER DEADLINE
WILL NOT be published. No clips will be taken by phone. Any Clip that is
Illegible or contains conflicting information WILL NOT BE RUN. Clips may be
edited for available space.

9110

Classified Ad Form
Nam~-----~~~--~---~

Address: _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __

UnderClasslficatlon o f : - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

Expiration code (ollice use only)---------~Person aa:epttng .i._ _ _ _ _....,..Composltor _ _ _ __

Q Cash

13

LARGE ONE BEDROOM apartment furnished. Dishwasher,
garbage disposal, trash included.
Call 345-2363
--------~9/13
NICE ONE BEDROOM FURNISHED APT. Near Campus. For
Spring and Summer Semesters.
345-6000.
9113

BIRTHDAY
AND
BACHELOR/ETTE SURPRISES
ARE EASY WITH GAGS,
GAMES, AND GIFTS FROM
GRAND BALL COSTUMES &
MOREi
609
SIXTH,
CHARLESTON. OPEN TUES.FRI., 10-6, SAT. 10-3. IF YOU
LIKE SPENCER'S GIFTS,
YOU'LL
LOVE USI
__________
916

--------~9/7

345-4368.

~lA-R~G~E~2-·B~E~D~R-o~o=M~-::::-:-FUR-

The Daily [astern News

Payment:

""'M_A__
T_C_H.,..IN-G--L..,..o-v=e""'s--E--A'""T,......,.AND
CHAIR. Great shape. $100/0BO.

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ __,916

'

no. words/days

CLASS RINGS TOKENS Before
you order your class ring, stop by
Tokens. Precious metal rings
starting
$159.
_ _ _at_
_ _ _ _ _ _916
ALANIS TICKETS for Sept. 6th
$50 O.B.O. Call Joe 581-8073

Roommates

~---------916

Help Wanted

9~

9~

TO THE MEN OF SIGMA NU:
You did a great job with rush this
week. Good luck with your formal
Smoker tonight. Pretty soon the
best guys on campus will be your
new brothers. I love you guys!
Lisa
____________916

Amount due:S _ _ _ __

Q Check

Phone: _ _ _ _ _ __,Student

Q Credit

0 Yes O No

Dates to r u n - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ACROSS
1 Valentine
inscription,
maybe
• Kind of bank
i3 Sundial
indication
i4 Aristotelian
subject
1a Extremely
remote, with

"of'

.

11•--Have
Eyes for You·
11 - --pamby
ti Noted trumpet
blower
20 Shoshoneans
21 Fingers
22Slammer
23 Swamp thing

Ad to read:

2• Record
price-setting
van Gogh work
28Seedling
containers
29Finally
30Gridiron
stratagems

u

Unnatural

'8 "The River--"

(1949song)
••Dog star
51 Collapsed, with
"in"
52 Accompanying
s:a Very willing
M Four-time Super
Bowl champs

MEntryway
31Laborers

DOWN

31 Sorrowful

1 Contribute

37 Memo starter
:ae Common coll.
degrees

2Codgers
3 Outfits
4Granite
5 Train sta.
announcement
&Monologue
accompaniment
7 Tummy turners
a Mining layer

•t They're crazy,
man
'3 Contract
4' Subtle quality

•7 "Enough!"

9 Threshold parts
10 Lambs, t6 Livy
11 Villa decoration
12 Chemistry
radical
13 Dawn
14 Profligate
19 Post and
Yeager, e.g.
21 Church
cross-section
23Grouped
a Rested

20 cents per word fitst day ad runs. 14 cents per word each consecutive day thereafter. Students with valid ID 15 cents per word first
day. 10 cents per word each consecutive day. 15 word minimum.
Student ade must be peld in advance.
DEADLINE 2 P.M. PREVIOUS DAY-NO EXCEPTIONS
The News reserves the right to edit or refuse ads
considered libelous or in bad taste.

ae ~ondon-to
Dover dir.

21 B '·edition

u
I •

•

hr-+--+-

Deodorized

Puzzle by Gene Newmen

'3 "All hope
.a Oscar winner
abandon, ye
Patricia
w~o enter here!" 48 Prima donna
writer
:l2 Seventh-century ,... D
•7 Spin, as a
date
in~~~dictors:
floating log
33 Ten ·years,
Abbr.
so Kickoff point
maybe
:as Nero or
Rubinstein

30 Erode
31 1991 AT&T
acquisition

•Rouse
Some sheets
40 Definition label
412 Yitai regions

a

the Verge of the Weekend

friday.9.6.1996

Announcements

Doonesbury Flashbacks

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

LAURA WOLFF', CONGRATULATIONS ON PLEDGING Alpha
Phi. You are an awesome linker!
Get ready for this weekend! A-Phi
love, Kara Ladd

_ _ _ _ _ _ _ ____c916

CONGRATULATIONS OZ FOOTBALL on a 29-9 win. Keep it up!
9/S
=o"'.::'EL::-T-A-:Z=EI,--,-'A"""'P,,..H""'c_A,.,N-,(),,_,,.P-,-,X'S: It
is so nice to see your faces
around the house again! You
guys did a great job with RUSH.
We missed you!

-----------'~6

i'==-:--=----::--:----:---;-'9/6

'A: Don't forget about
hetti on Saturday night. 7
. In the Chapter room. Be

•

STACEY MOORE AND COURTNEY WEBB OF DELTA ZETA:
We couldn't have asked for better
Rush Chairs! Thank you for all
your hard work. We lov.s you
guys! Love, your sisters
~----------'9/6
DELTA ZETA NEW MEMBERS:
Get excited for our sisterhood this
weekend! We are looking forward
to seeing all your faces. We love
Baby Turtles! Love, the Actives

Doonesbury Flashbacb

BY GARRY TRUDEAU

-----------'918

•

1g once again
invents rock
•

MIAMI (AP) - Butch Vig has been called a nob-twidg god. As a producer, he has manned the controls
Nirvana, the Smashing Pumpkins and Soul Asylum.
So it is no su~prise that Vig, a polite Midwesterner,
may again have reinvented popular music with his own
~nd, Garbage. "Somebody came up to me and said,
~ou helped kill the big hair bands and now Garbage is
Fing to kill the grunge bands,'" Vig said. "That wasn't
l:tte intention, but the post-Pearl Jam, Generation X
thing is getting stale."
Building upon a somewhat lost foundation in
liropean pop laid by the Sugarcubes in the late 1980s,
Garbage mixes funk, punk and industrial in an undeniable groove set upon samples taken from other artists.

MOTHER GOOSE & GRIMM

BY MIKE PETERS

It's a proce~'th'afhas been used in rap for years, but
nrely in rock.
Garbage's nexus came several years ago when Vig
~emixed songs for U2, Nine Inch Nails and other
aroups. He kept some of the leftovers - or the garbage
from those sessions _ and brought in his Madison,
Wis., buddies Steve Marker and Duke Erikson to see if
they could turn them into songs.
With some loose outlines of songs, the men
searched for a female lead vocalist. knowing they didn't
want the whiny singers who lately have dominated
rock. They found just the person when Marker spotted
Shirley Manson of the Scottish band Angelfish on MTV
one night.
"Duke, Steve and I are calm Midwestern boys, and
Shirley is extremely emotional," Vig said. "She changes
her mind, she is really the emotional lightning rod in
Garbage. We can feed off her intensity:'

Emmys honor 50
years of television
PASADENA, Calif. (AP) _ Each
1'3r, the Emmy Awards honor televi'lion's best from the preceding sea-

son.
This year, the show will honor not
one but SO yean of the medium to
coincide with the SOth anniversary of
the academy that founded the

l!lnmys.
That. says Emmyc:ist producer Dick
Clark. has given organizers a "treasure trove" of material to present

!liring Sunday's three-hour ceremo-

llJ at the Pasadena Civic Auditorium,
"9ginning at 8 p.m. EDT on ABC.
But what exactly is the Academy
Ill( Television Arts & Sciences! People
outside Hollywood surely don't
know. And even those in the know
aren't quite sure what it's all about.
"You're asking the wrong guy:• says
tlark. before rattling off, "They preserve the heritage -· it's a nonprofit
lafpnintion ... but please ask them,
N screw it up."
Even Emmy host Paul Reiser hesimes when asked if he's ever been to
lhe academy. "That's a 1ood question. _ I can't say I have;' Reiser says.
"I know a lot of their work is in
archives and preserving television,
But they'd be better able to tell~"
Perhaps one reason for the unc:eralnty is that the academy isn't In
Hollywood proper. Since 1991, a
dusty rose building with green trim
In suburban North Hollywood has
served as its headquarters.

But hey, the rent is free, notes
Academy President Richard Frank,
since the building was part af a plan
to revitalize the area.
Outside, a courtyard is ringed
with bronze busts af such ligends as
Milton Berle, Norman Lear, Rod
Ser1ing and Bill Cosby. johnny Carson
and Lucille Ball are among the few
honored with life-sized statues.
The academy was founded in 1946
by nitired joumalist-tumed-lV producer Syd Cassyd who got his star
on the Hollywood Walk of Fame just
last month. The organization ·s first
meeting was attended by only seven
people.
"The Academy has won worldwide recognition beyond anything we
could have imagined," Cassyd said
while receiving his Star.
With 9,000 members today, the
:acad~my claims to be the largest
organization of ptofessionals in
national television, induding editors.
producers. aaors and just about anybody else involved in the making af
TV
For the most part. the academy's
main task is handing out the Emmys
each year. But it also sponsors seminars, internships for college students
and panel discussions held by. those
behind the cameras af some af TV's
most popular shows.
So how do you honor such an
institution and make 1t i!iteresting •
to the general public!

Victorhead Grave

by chuck burke

Right Wing USA

l7y mike fletcher

TEACHER CERTIFICATION EXAMS
All applicants for Illinois teaching certificates (or administrative or school service personnel
certificates) must pass the Illinois Certification Tests before being issued a certificate.
These consist of a Basic Skills Test and a subject-matter examination. It is suggested that
the Basic Skills Test be taken early in one's college career and the subject exam be taken
after the completion of all or most of the courses in one's major. Since these tests are
given only four times each year, interested individuals should be aware of the dates and
deadlines listed below. Anyone having questions concerning these exams, or needing
registration forms, study guides, or assistance, may contact the College of Education and
Professional Studies in International House, Rm. 1008.
Test Date
Registration Deadline
Score Report Date
October 12, 1996
August 30, 1996
November 22, 1996
January 11, 1997
November 29, 1996
February 21, 1997
April 12, 1997
February 28, 1997
May 23, 1997
July 12, 1997
May 30, 1997
August 22, 1997
-Larry J. Ankenbrand, Associate Dean, College of EdueatioA aAd ProfessieAal Studies

friday.9.6.i996

official

notices

Official Notices are paid for by
the Office of University N:Jlicallons.
Questions concerning Notices
should be drected to the originator.
SPEECH-HEARING
SCREENING
A speech and hearing screening
Is required for admission to
Teacher Education/teacher certification programs. Students who
have not had a speech and hearing screening at EIU may call the
Speech-Language-Hearing Clinic
to make an appointment, 5812712.-Mary Anne Hanner, Clinic
Director
ALL STUDENTS/
FACULTY/STAFF
If you are a student or a
faculty/staff member who needs
an Eastern Identification card
made or validated, go to the
Registration Office, McAfee south
basement. Present your driver's
license to have an l.D.
made.-Michael Q. Taylor,
Registrar
ALL STUDENTS
If you are attending any class in
which your name does. not
appear on the OFFICIAL TENTHDAY CLASS ROSTER, immediately contact the Registration
Office to resolve the problem.
FAILURE TO DO SO COULD
RESULT IN LOSS OF CREDIT.-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar

CREDrTINO CREDIT UST
The Credit/No Credtt list for the
current term is now posted on the
bulletin boards Inside and outside
the Registration Office, south
basement of McAfee. Students
who elected credit/no credit
option might wish to verify that
their requests are Included on the
list-Michael D. Taylor, Registrar
SCHOLARSHIP AVAILABLE
Applications are now being
accepted for the Carol Specht
Memorial Scholarship. To qualify,
you must be an undergraduate
woman, currently enrolled at
Eastem, and a single perent with
a child or children living in your
home. Applications are available
in the Office of Civil Rights,
Affirmative Action and Diversity,
108 Old Main, or by calling 5815020. The deadline for a completed application Is September
27, 1996.-Cynthia .Nichols,
Director, Civil Rights, Affirmative
Act. & Diversity
L.S.A.T. PREPARATION
COURSE
This course, running from
September 9 to 28 will help persons to get ready for the October
5 and December 7 LSAT exams.
NEW DEADLINE FOR REGISTRATION IS TODAY at 4 p.m.,
September 6, in CH 214-1. For
additional information, registration materials, etc., call Mr.
Marsala,
348- 8703 ;
Mr.
Randolph , 581-3534 ; or Dr.
1-elgh , pre-law advisor, 5816220.-Peter R. Leigh, Pre-Law
Advisor

.

WHISNAND SCHOLARSHIP
AVAILABLE
Application forms for the John L
Whlsnand Scholarship are now
available at the Honors Programs
Office, Booth House, 1538 4th
Street. The scholarship recipient
shall be a student at EIU, in good
standing, with minimum of one
year to complete in order to
receive a Bachelor's Degree.
The recipient shall be a person of
outstanding character whose
actions and conduct reflect with
credit upon Eastern. Financial
need Is a consideration.
Application materials are due in
the Honors Programs Office,
Booth House, Wednesday,
September 25, 1996 at 4PM.
Honors status is not necessary to
apply.-Ms . Margaret Messer,
Assistant Director

ATTENTION PRE-BUSINESS
STUDENTS
Students who have completed 42
semester hours AND three of the
following courses--ACC 2100,
ACC 2150, AIS/COM 2100, MGT
2750, COM 2810--with a grade
of C or better may now apply for
admission to the School of
Business in the Lumpkin College
of Business and Applied
Sciences (Lumpkin Hall 112) for
Spring Semester, 1997. All five
tool courses and 60 semester
hours must be completed by the
end of Fall Semester, 1996.
Deadline for making application Is
September 15, 1996.-T.W. lvarle,
Dean, Lumpkin College of
Business and Applied Sciences
ARTS & HUMANmES MAJORS
Arts and Humanities majors planning to enroll In upper division
courses in the Lumpkin College
of Business for Spring 1997 must
apply for a position on the priority
list by completing an application
form in Room FAM 219, Doudna
Fine Arts Center no later than
Friday, September 27, 1996. Arts
and Humanities majors with
minors
in
Business
Administration must also do this if
they are planning to enroll in
upper division courses in the
College of Business for Spring
1997.-James K. Johnson, Dean,
CA&H

DOUDNA MEMORIAL
SCHOLARSHIP
Application forms are now available for the President Doudna
Memorial Scholarship at the
Honors Programs Office, Booth
House, 1538 4th Street. The
scholarship recipient shall be a
first-semester freshman student.
The recipient shall be a graduate
of an Illinois- high school with a
3.0 or higher GPA. Consideration
is based upon academic success
and extra-curricular involvement
th roughout
high
school.
Application materials are due
Wetlnesday, Septembe r 25,
1996, at 4PM to the Honors
Programs Office, Booth House.
Honors status is not necessary to
apply.-Ms. Margaret Messer,
Assistant Director, Honors
Programs
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Payment Option:
ACCEPTED

Walker's
SA@

SAME LOW PRICES
at ALL THREE LOCATIONS

When We ,
Say
We Ad
Match
WE RESERVE THE RIGHT TO
LIMIT QUANTITIES

@ooUR mnIDE HJPEi

2000 Western Ave. - Mattoon
WIC Coupons Accepted

Competitors
AD$

505

New ATM Cash Machine

960 18th St. - Charleston

WE DO IT!!!

New ATM Cash MAchine, WIC

• Money Orders -39¢

100 ° '0 Quality Statisfaction
Guaranteed

Cash Station now
• Food Stamps Accepted
Avalible at
Eastside and
• Postage Stamps
Westside Locations • Lotto

KiCk-Off To savings
-

-

-

-

w. Lincoln - tharlesfoii

• Coupons Accepted
• Copy Service

"LOW PRICE LEADER FOR OVER 57 YEARS"

-

24 Pack

COKE • PEPSI • RC , .

-7
I ChipsA~~

.

971@f'j~·
Case

We Will Not Be Undersold! (limit 2)
Nabisco

Chicken of the Sea

Ritz ·Crackers

Tuna.

2/$400

Tony's

Italian Pastry ..... .
Mvarfties

21$4

Hot Pockets . . . . . . . /

MAXWELL HOUSE

COFFEE

.,. ,., ,. 7

1

Pappalo's

Smuclcers

Grape Jelly ..
Bunny Bread
Starlcist Ready Mix

Tuna Salad

Pizza
Varieties -12inch

